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FOREWORD 
The purpos e of this monogra ph is to compile the com:nents of several 
reviewers into a n annota ted biliogra phy of materials for teachir.g reading 
(level s 1-3) to adults. The need for such a work bas grown out of con-
fli cting reports in adult basic educa tion and the wide-spreed scattering c,f 
information in the f::.e!d. 
Many authors c laim a serious lack of materials for1!se with under 
educated a dult s while bibliography after bi:diogra phy lisrs hundreds o: P.a-
terials . Such conflict may be re s olved b y exaei•~in-J the a ;:>riori app:-c.-
priatenes s of mat2.rials. 
Although this work may not be exhausti ve r,or definitive, the author 
hopes tha t the two years spent ga thering the informati:)r. ir,to one volume 
will save others an e q ual expenditure of energy. 
Robert H . Gees lir:, Ed. D, 
June , 1971 
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A REVIEW IN HISTORICAL PERSPECT:VE 
James Dorland, the Ass istant Executive Secretary of the National 
Association for Public School Adult Education spoke t•) the point of 
11 
••• Adult Education in its proper historical pe.'.'"spectivE. {Dorland, May, 
19 68, p. 16). 11 In his t:1lk, Dorland says , 11 Tha ad•.lt b3sic education 
that was introduced before 1964 .. , was sporad~c (lvlay, 1968, p. 16)." 
This was Dorland' s only reference to any ~ttempt to educate the illiterat8 
before 11 • • • the Economic Opportunity Act w.::i s passed which included 
provisions for Adult Basic Education (May, 19 68, p, : 6)' in 19 64 . 
Dorland' s limiting his talk to post-1964 gives gc,od evidence of the 
recency of organized effort in the field. Ho·.vever, att0rnpts 3t offering 
education to the illiterate, how~ver sporudic, w:=,,::; "c J.e. prior tc, 19 64 . 
There have been different periods in wh1cr the problem 
[of illiteracy] was recognized and s ome effort, usually min-
ima l and futile , was made to cope with the problem (Curry, 
December, 19 66 , p . 4) . 
Dorland' s reluctance to explore the history of cdult basic education 
in his speech may have been due to pressures of t!ma. However, the fact 
that early programs are extremely difficult to trace -rn.:;y h,,vt':! been a con-
tributing factor. The Evening Schools are a prime example of the myst ery 
of early adult basic education programs . 
1 
2 
Knowle s states, "The literature is replme with cud~~c·: ing d otes for 
the found i ng of the e arly e?eni ng s c hool in V'3rious cities" (Kno~d-s s , 19 E 2, 
p . 24) . The dates vary by a s much a s 34 year s L r or,e schc o l. Hnwever , 
the d ate of the founding of the ear l~a s t e ,,ening set. _cC'l esu bush~d i r. l ~ :; 4 
in Louisville , Kentuck~ is not d i s puted . 
The evening school wa s 
. • • established primarily for working youth [ bu:} 
provided the foundation for what wa s 1at e . to be com:. one 
of the most importa nt in s tit utions for t he educatic. n o f adult s 
in our country (Knowles, 19 62, :µ . 14) . 
The growth of the e verring s c hool program fo: · dJlts "'xtend c d t:h s - ihrkg s 
to immigrants and began o fforings : r~ ". , , s &c r.r. :i0ry dP't c _: !dqe lr.w-:. 
subj e cts with the opening o f eve n ing h igh s cri . .:,ols , , ,·' (r:!',O.._J"~es, ~!? 6 .: , 
p . 19) . 
One of t he e a rliest programs rn adu lt bos i c 6::h .. c ~~1-.11 b,3g::i r. 3 S 0 J:.,; J: :' c 
school evening progrnm .ln Mary la nd . Raw:.:.::-ig5 s y:-, "'.! -,·i, ·· sir c <.:. 1 8~9, 
the Departme r.t of Educ::i~ion of Baltimcre h e s b ,;;1-.. c . y,C •J:-!'li:d w lt h tei.c. 
fundamental education o f adu lts" (Rawlings, Jur.s, : 9 ~6, i: , j 8), 
Cass me ntions in pa ssing t hE:; M 0~cy1..2 r:d proJr,1m. S~e . . s u m~nti, n .,, 
that California, New York, and Rhcde Islcr.d hove r,"-d viblic schovi -:.i dult 
educ ation programs " fo.:- over ] 00 ye ."J rs 1 ( (. •<l 5 5 , ~ 9 6 V , [1 , 4 5 9) , 
Cortright gives another o f the € 3 rly datc: s e, f ''18 ru· : •• ...::-_ c : thr.. 
necessity of litera cy instruct io n . I-ie reports tht-': i r i 8 "· ~. :h.-1 . j rri_rn 
Conference on pE:na l corre ction recogr,izt:.d t he n <=ie d fo; oc.-:.;c.:.~~or.,~i 
opportunities in prison (Cortright, Ja nuary, 19 6~). Ho,•, :.w e-· . t"':ua y ' s 
statement of minimal effort is re flected in the ve:y l!nk, th,lt W ::< S dor:e 
3 
to offer these opportunities for approximately eighty yn.,rs (Cur:y, De cem-
ber, 19 6 6) . 
Adult basic education in the deep South rr.3y r: s :::issur.16d rn p::rolJ.el 
that offered in Florida. There s eems to have beer ·1::-'"1.1;; ~lv r :ir:!u~t bc>s:c 
education prior to the Civil Wa, other t han that •Ace~ved by a very few 
slaves of " .•• enlightened masters" Nemer, 1~54, j:). ! ). Durtng 
the war, however , some efforts were mad~ to cE8: ir-s•:rt...c',·,n . l,'hc 
largest enrollment yacir was 1866 when 2, 726 s·.:1Jd.:, ·.s w<J:-P. :::.t':-.:•-...d:.!'1.q 
one of the 35 day or 30 night s chools (Ve-::r·.c::,:, :. i:ist:; Iht=: second eco-
nomic coll,:ipse and 
the period of 'carpet bagger r~le ' cre":-tsd c s-c~a~ 1..p'-\:3av,l 
tha t wa s not conducive to calm ids pa ss i·..,~,.-:. '" -. G ic.) oduca:!cr ·31 
activities . • . . There is r.o mention made, o f ;:-ir;u.!: sc'hoo:s 
in [superintendents] reports after 1868 (---=--··r.".i, l954, p • .3), 
Verner 's brief history does no: mcmtion mater!a ~s t'S...,,:: :):· t~;,ching these 
adults other th:in a quote fro'IT' t:he Foun:h Sern:.-.~.!lr•t ~ :{r..port c.,:-. Schools 
for Freedom saying that adults ' ' 
fire' " (Alvord, quoted in Verner, 19 54, p. 2). 
that, 
In the introduction to VI.Tard ' s bibliogi'.:iphy, Ji.mbrc:::o G :ili•:ac s-r:~ihS 
The first int ensive efforts to impiement orgar.!.ztc:d eamrng 
for illiterate adults in this count ry c~me with the establishment 
of the famous 'Moonlight Schools ' o f Kc:ir.'"l,CY-Y • (C:i liver , 19 61 , 
p . ix) . 
These firs t moonlight schools began in S~p"i:ember, 1911 (Stewart, 
1922). The content , or vehicles for t~nchir..g the literacy skills, 
centered around, " ... history . , . civics, r;ng1i5h, health and 
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sanitatiol"\, geography, home economics , cigricl..lture, hor:~c~.llt·.!:e, ::rnd 
good roads" (Stewart, 19 22, p . 23) . But , " ::'ne.:-e wens no re::;ders !n 
print for adult illiterates , so a little weekly ne:wspr➔per 11v , s published as 
a reading text " (Stewart , 19 2 2, p, 2i). The de-✓E.:Gprner.t o f 1I1is rwws-
paper was seen a s necessary, for the use with J.:l.ul:s of basal r8aders 
designed for children was, even then , considered 1"l.::1pprGp:-Late (Swwort , 
19 22) . With the spread of the iiteracy movemer,t fror.i orE: sm,:ill commu-
nity throughout the commonwealth a nd with the r>st0'b~lshr1ent c~f an illit-
eracy commission for the commonwealth in 19! 4 it was recogniz&d th"lt 
more general instructional maten3ls wern nesded J\ s•.,r!E!.S of readers fu 
the adult , the COUNTRY LIFE READERS , were p1,_;.blished (StewJr: , 1922; , 
The style of the readers bore a stro ng resembl::.nce to tho McGuffy read-
ers that had been s o popular for use with children du.nng the years 189 6 
to 1907 (Smith, N. B., 1965). The content tollowsJ the genera~ curric -
ulum as specified above . 
The literacy movement began t o spread 1:0 other s tates. Hcwever, 
the materials in use did not spread . Berg reports th,jt mate, ials used by 
one teacher who jo ined the lite racy education mov0mc:nt 1~ Suuth Carnlir.a 
in 1914 as " ... the calendar and . . . t he basic speEirig list for 
farmers " (June , 19 60, p . 4 8). Thus, it can be st.er that Kentucky 
wa s indeed making great strides in leading the p:-oduci.i·.m of ltterecy 
mat eria ls . 
The coming o f the dra ft during World W3r 1 c.3usr1d ,i. cha,..,qe ir the 
content of the published ma terials. "New text l;c,o!(s were wrilter 
5 
.• . Th r- Soldie r 's first Book and Soldier's Tab let w&re th'3 n3me s g ive :-. 
to /jhe nevi} readers a nd writing books " (Stew3ri: , 1q 22, p 6 7} , The 
content pe rta ined to life in th e armed force s . Eve:1 r.·1e sn mc• .,.,r.:.~Jls w Grs 
used onl y in one loca lity a nd littl e training i n lit e :-a cy s kill s \\'3 S 1va il-
able across t he nation a s a whole . Stewa rt prot .1b]y overs t:irnd t he 
proble m when she wrote , " Nowhere else in l\mer:.c a were ili:t erde mg-
istra nts being taught " (19 22 , p, 95) . 
The nec e s sity for literacy t rain~ng beg '.:l r t o b A r8c09r:zgd by r'b1o. 
federa l government , and in 191 7 the requiremer.~ c f li"\eracy for n:tun 1.-
iza tion wa s enacted (Knowles , 1962). "In 19!8 , The S0:0:H.,,r' s ! irs t FS,'10 ;...:_ 
wa s revised und contribut ed to t he Y , M . C . A., the educ:;t:icr_,2! =r-·n r f 
the Governme nt &iiJ for publicdtion . •·; howev.::r, the a :Mi.St;_cF.. c f 
19 ! 8 char:ged t he se pla ns " . . • and ,:he Govern.mer ,. sez-;t 5 :, , (18 0 
Country Life Readers overs ea s for illit erate s c!·!u,r:: .J-:,Pir ,-.d c-. h ~eicY; 
soil" (St ewart , 19 22, pp . 103- 105) . This v ·'3 s ".:.~-'=- •'·s-. 'N: . .:'7.Sc-"' 1€ :iis ~ 
tribution of literacy rTlaterials . Follow iDg W o:ld ;N,ff I , the :e,;~cs of 
instruction in litera cy classe s began to include s an!.t;~tior., hi;.Sit.h, g ( -,J 
roads , thrift , bette r spe e ch , and bett er citizenship Thus :.- c;:i::-_ be s eer 
that eve n a ha lf ce ntury ago s ome educators recognize o -the ~,8c s ss ity of 
using adult content i n t ea cl ir.g adult s to mad (Stcwc rt , l : ... ~ . Hcwevl.r , 
this rea lization wa s founded on logic and not e~-<perim<::.nt0l evidence, fo -
only one piece of re search duri ng this pE:rL:,d ha s come to light It ,,;as 
Stewart 's report of hist orical re s earch she undertook or. the Etency 
movement: s he s t at e s that , " . . . nothinc; w~ s t.o b~ fou!.:d s a ve a few 
E 
statistical reports • • '' (Ste wart, 19 22, p i 4 6) c,. ~'-isc'>-:tE::-: "c ,f i llit~rocy . 
Interest in the native illitera t e dropped ofi -: f t-::r Wrs-•j ',\I 3:- I and •  .-~ s 
not revived until the Great De pre ssion. O nE. .,g~, .. c 1 ,.sod~,- .~t- cK .,.hr, 
problem wa s the CivHian Conservi:tion Ccrps wh:ch c,rn1:. .:.r,to :::,7i s : ;;r•C!; 
in March , 1933 . Some "purpos e s of CCC E-:h:c :.1 t ::>:· worn . . . 1 , 1'~-:::rno •1-
a l of illiteracy , 2 . Correction o f deficicmci1:1s m d tS r.1-::!:t~:·.r schc•cl 
subjects 
included " 
office s . 
" (Oxley , 19:~ 8 , p . 3 7 .S) • M ,·jt (:;ri< [, used i:- : he C. C C cc1 r.r Js 
spec i i':l l manuals published l,y .. -, A r. _ · / s :L.s: ._.: 'i t. c :i.!.o r . ..i l 
ca mp signs bearing words of commc)n us;:.,ge . 
During this period, Bond (19 38), a s well% •i. i.1 ,', !:d ~~her:y \19:8: 
reported on the use o f literacy e ducation te.:.t chs~·s r;y ":he \.\' r :-is Prcg rnss 
Admir..istra tion; but s uch programs apµ63r t o h i1vs b::.er- £c-:i·,. ~:-n i i :d t:n-
unifie d . Tha t the se early program s we re, lirtle kn.:..w:-• ;. r,·1 .: c. ffoc: '.ve is 
reflected in Sheldon 's comme nt that "lite:a cy p ... ~J:' •,s •Ht·, a r0 l ,;tivdy 
recent development in the United St ates (19 68 , p , 4i 1} . " 
World W a r II aga in brought the: fede ral government fd c n t 0 fa ce with 
the problem of illiteracy . As the need for ma npowf,:- gre w , th& iiliter~te 
wa s drafted and t a ught t o rea d (Witty , 1965; \.V1:t y . 1966) . The army ' s 
task was without precedent (Robinson , 1952) . it'' , ., cm .. ldfindnc 
mat e rials suitable for the purpos e .• , " (E!ice , ~966 , c, . !11) , ··s o it 
developed its own materials including filmstnps for the imr'.)dunwr, o f 
new words , a reader, some suppiementary bt.l~etiris , ,~ mon'.:h iy m2g,1z.!.ne , 
and a weekly newspaper. Most of the c o ntent , 0 1 c,)ursG, L.li rncti y 
7 
pertained t o the war" (Witty, 19 65; Witty, 1966) . It ma y be a ssu me d 
that t he Army personnel reviewed most of the mat eria ls then !n print ::. nd 
found them wanting . However, mat eria ls in print a1 that time a re still to 
, 
be found listed as useful to the a dult basic educ 3t ion teacher • Richa rdson 
and Shelton list Word Mastery: A Course in Phonics for the First Three 
Grades and give the publication date of 1913 (1966, p . 41). Ne6dless t c, 
say, the book is not liste d in Textbooks in Print /1 9 68 nor ir Books in 
Print for 19 68 . Smith, J .J re ports the Highwa y Sa fety Service , Books l and 2 , 
the Home Series, Books l, 2, and 3 and An America!t ABC a s s upplement .:: ry 
materials (1964, pp. 37-38 , 40). The latter material wa s published in 
1941, and the two former ma teria ls were published in 1939 None o f t he 
three are listed in Textbooks in Print/I 9 68; however , o f the three , i\n 
American ABC is listed in Books in Print for 1968 (p . 35) . 
The years 1943 and 1944 saw the publica tio n of the Na:!on::il Citize r. -
ship Education Program, containing the titles Literc v Reade r, The Day 
Family Books I and II , and The Gardners Become Citi ze ns by the lJ. S. 
Government Printing Office (Summers, 1967, p . 6) , Bo+h book s o f the 
former material are listed by Donohue, et tl- (1966 , p 93) a s suprle~ 
mentary materia ls . Smith , J.) (1964, p . 45) lists the lijttE:r a s ·j s upple u 
mentary material and erroneously lists (p. 37) the forme r two books ::is 
part of the Federa l Textbooks on Citizenship s e ries. Ma c k , e t a l. (19 6'7 , 
p . 86) list only Books I and II of The Day Family a s ma king up t he s e ries , 
although they list (19 6 7, p. 83) The Gardners Bec0me Citizens s e parately . 
None of these materials are listed in Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 nor in 
8 
Books in Print for 19 6 8. 
The Federal 'i'extbooks on Citizer,ship s eries •; . .: E t 1:.r;:ur J : 9 <14 r..a 
was extended and revised through 1958 
to Democracy, Book I fformM-~ U}, FJ.ght sd :heFe :.~ lfc!·mM :4 
The Busine ss of Our Government (form M-18~· !,3.·,3 f~:-.:- ;.h~ P~~-·,:;~r.,. ~ ... tJ.:::'!k ! 
(Form M-22); and Our Constitution Lives 1L:i ?rows , 2.:.c,K ~ (fen ',11 --'f, 
and Book II (Form M-27) . This series is Ust•.>i by Rich~~isf'r. ,,.,j .. ):t-, ,,Jtor. 
Hayes , et ~-
1 
(l 9 6 7, p . 2 6) and Summers (l 9 6; , pr , . ·4) rcp:-'"t tl-is 
material as int ended for naturalization cl:' SSF-S t"'-:·:·.i:.s ;, rd det irk~ s .,-:-
(1965, pp . 114- 115) ag ree , but rate the ma:e:~c~ ~~f-.:rsr. JlTl.iJ, ,, j 
(1964 , p . 14) lists Laws o f the Nation <md P.!.9h":s ,f ~)1,s ~f£J2!6 ·--. s Su.PP~> 
mentary material for level 2. However, s he l~te.r ,;~v- s :~.n, 4 fo.· F-'d.U 
of the People and both books o f Our Constitu::on E·,•'.,'._.s _c.,.d :~:cws ~196.d , 
pp. 45-46) . She errorn~ously includes The Day J d£~.' ·., 1· __ (__ is :!. and;.]l :,s 
supplementary material and part o f this setie:5 n 9 64 , ~- , 3 7) , Dr rirhuc;. 
et tl-J (1966 , p. 91) concur with her estirn.,,k~ ri it .. idat..:.:1ty, for ·~hey 
list the entire s eries as too difficult for the introdt..cto.:-y s 9e M .ck, 
et tl,, (1967, pp . 84- 86, 106) list the s eries, butt.he m:ter:·;.: !s nm. 
listed in Textbooks in Print/::.968 nor in Books i P ~'rin , · 968. 
Words on Paper and A First Workbook of Engl~sh w,:re puL, !shed in 
1943 and 1 946, respectively. Although recommend~d. by E.,,re;s ar..d 
Hendrickson (1965, p . 117), and although listed by S·1mmcrs l1.96 7 , ,,. , , 
as useful with the foreign born , the materi~ ls do r.o• •1ppe.:>r in 
9 
Textbooks in Print/19 68 nor in Eook.s t·, ?dr~ ic: _ '16B , 
'Qie Story of Je~ in three vo!umss w::> s Lrs: i ~r.'~c.J 1:. : ': 46 . -.-t ~.s 
edition is listed by I'ord and Nicr.olso:-: (::.: f- 7, , . . : , 
Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, f: . l.· 9), .Sr:-i:'1, ~-: 1 ,.9Ef>, i -, 
and Smith , et tl, J (19 68, p , 14) report the p ... b ~~c ·::.c,r, o t " ,,, . !- ~ 1Il..:J:/ 
and Your Job in 1948. Haye s, et .sl_. ) (1967, p. 22. r1··. o '"n~ <' .,..,--:.:c..- -_,.s, 
"Illustrations and format are • • un~tt: rctt ~ St,-;r9t.s~: : t: f ~ - hr.; 
teacher a re at a minimum, p:irticulor!y in,·>:··• o f ·:r., 
the s tories . " Barnes e nd Hendrickson (19 6 5, r 
:he materia l fo r supplementa ry use and '"er•."'·-:;,,,· ,· •. :--,.,•. ·"'· ,d_jL: .. y f 
2 . 8 . Smith , ettl. , (1966, pp . i 2-13) 
only s e ven pages . The South Carolina BiV~,::g: 'S. r y 1_ l 96 i, 1 
• good wit h the foreigr: born. " 
Smith , et~, (1966, p . 1), Summers C, ·367. r• 
et a l. , (1968 , pp. 4 , 9·-10 , 14) list the 1949 cd.:J 
vocabula ry .• •• Format is unattractive. 8rn!1h, 
both the 1948 edition of Your F~mily and Y..x.1.· l~t 
r 
How We Live a s s upplementary reading m.:;tE.::i-Jl iv us~. with 1.~le f, !'·'.h:.n 
Live a s supplementary material. Riche rds er a:'."d Shbtt .r' il 0 G6, PJ:'. 
54) a lso list the 1949 edition of How We Liv8 -:::-,::! 1.hE. i948 E-....Lt~cir. c f 
Your Family and Your Job . ThE:se e a rly ed!t!o:r~ =ite rt-'Jt reft-; r~r-1c•_.d :n 
Textbooks in Print/ 1968 nor in Books in Prirrt f.::,.- ~ c,68 
10 
The South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p . II-27) and Summers (1967, 
p. 7) list the 1949 edition of Adult Reader. Smith , ~t ~, (19 66 , p. 7) 
describes the material as 11 ••• suppleme:ntary ••• " but rates it I-star. 
The review is later quoted (Smith, ..§1. tl, , 19 68 , p . 1 0) . Heding, et ~) 
(1967 , p. 129) report an average readability level of 2.4 with good in-
crementa 1 difficulty control, while Ha yes , et ~ ) (l 9 6 7, p. 2 4) report 
11 
••• the art work a nd workbook style a re poor." Textbooks in Print/1968 
(p. 45) lists the paperba ck, a nd it is not listed in J3ooks in Print for 19 68_. 
The Home and Fa mily Life Series , containing the titl e s A Day with 
the Brown Family, Making a Good Living, The Browns at School , a nd 
The Browns and their Neighbors, was a lso published in 1949 and may be 
cons idered supplementary materia l (Smith, J. , 19 64, p. 3 7; Donohue, 
et al., 1966, p. 89). Ba rnes and Hendrickson (1965, pp . 11 0-111 ) -
note limited possibility of practice as a flaw; however , they rate each 
member of the series I-star a nd report an average readabil ity range from 
l.2to2 . 6. Otto and Ford (19 66, pp . 12-13) reportthatthe serieswas 
field tested but that no report wa s made public. Their evaluation points 
up half-a-dozen other serious flaws . Ha yes , ~t~ ) (1967 , p. 16) say 
the s e ries "utilize s a controlled voca bulary loa d and sentence structure." 
Summers (1967, pp . 4- 5) concurs, s a ying the s e ries displays some 
voca bulary control . Only the first book o f the series is listed by 
Richardson and She lton (1966, p. 57). Ford a nd Nicholson (1967 , pp. 
4- 5) re port it as a comprehensive rea ding progra m. Mack, et~ ) 
(1967 , pp. 13-14) report that a new editio n wa s brought out in 1957 . 
11 
It is a.1.so listed by Mack (1967, p. 91), but neither the series nor the 
individual titles are listed in Textbooks in Print/I 968 nor in Books in 
Print for 19 68. 
N. B. Smith (1965, p. 79), in her comprehensive review of the his-
tory of reading instruction of this country, mentions the 1950' s as a pe-
riod when 11 • • • adults began coming to reading centers for . . • in-
struction. These people usually were not .. . illiterate. 11 
Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p. 127) list the 1950 work-text 
Elementary Education for Adults, and rate it a 1-star material for supple-
mentary use. Otto and Ford (19 66, p. 21) say the material is 11 • • • 
dated ... 11 and reveal that no field testing has been done. This material ·. 
is listed by Summers (1967, p.6) and by Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 4} 
who list it as a comprehensive reading program. It is listed by Mack, 
et&.., (1967, p. 25), but is not listed by 1:§xtbooks in Print/1968 nor 
Books in Print for 19 68. 
Hayes, ~t tl-, (1967, pp. 28-29) mention Elementary Reader in 
English as a supplementary material published in 1950. Textbooks in 
I 
Print/1968 (p. 44) lists the English as a Foreign Language Series , of 
which this book is one t itle• among 12 others . Smith, et al.., (1966, p. 
14; 1968, p. 24) and Bordman (1968, p. 9) list the maierial as too 
difficult for the introductory stage. Books in Print for 19 68 (p. 3 7 5) 
also lists the single volume . 
Smith, J ., (1964, p. 54) lists Passage to America as a supplementary 
material published in 1950. It i s not listed in Textbooks in Print/1968 
l2 
nor in Rooks in Print for 1968. Sho. -Jls r:, 1;.sts ,.. ci,-· '-1 1 .::. r-c o i.;, t3!.ble 
supplem8ntary me1teri<1l cf 195_• (:':'6Ll, p , ,1~ .•• ,::: .s· .; .1 :'•>:tbooks 
in Print/19 6 8 (p I • 
four titles on the introduct:)ry s· c>gt:: list,-,cl s .f-\•1 ? . • . .:, s .. : -, !·.•:? - -; ~r q Series 
by Books i.n Pr~nt for 19 68 (p. 4 2 4,o 
. - , 
from a study o f t e n b a sic re edE:rs of third or.;d1.- .cir.: • . . .. 11 f: ;::-n ·. s 
:rnd Hendrickson (1965, p . 109) nt.<.; t h>'; :95: ,.-::::. -. · s· ·: ,:d gi\•0 an 
in Print/ 1968 nor in Books in Frim fer 1968, 
A 1948 i:;ublication, From Word~_t,, Jt, ,r> s, 
is listed by Summers (1967, p. 4) a s inte,do.,d r:f ··, , ,J·h:.·3 :.,1g~!sh to t he 
foreign born . The South Carolina Bib liognr hy, _,f.7, r. :t-L ~ 5;:,ys 
11 
• •• good with the foreign born.'' .A.ithm.1.Jh r·, ,r:t'.. ,,,~(! l--:':h i S rnea!1t 
for tea ching English a s a s eco:1d langu::igt, ,::r.--; s s :.,i-i: l , ,mv·· -ry, ~Ms 
material receives a 1-star rating from i-.,:'."r,E:.5. r,::l d0:r "'. c,-.sc-. 1:~65, p . 
1 20) . Hayes , ettl. , (1967, p, 2i, rt-'-:pOf"L ··• ·i . . :rr• s ! .. :,e: 
••• is marginal. 11 The 1951 edition 1s list,d t-y i .!.en , · ~s ;:id Sheltor.. 
(1966, p . 56) , Only the 1966 ~dl~icn is li.s•, ... i ly ~- - :-j•t:•.:>. ·:s 6d, p, 6) 
and in Textbooks in Print/1968 (r.. 44); the L LC.~ !.~ 'n , ~s··t.: ~!l Pcoks 
ir: Print for 19 68 . 
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Smith, J., (1964, p. 47j lists Ch ristm-=s Bells are Ringing , published 
in 1951, a s a supplem~nt ary materisl It is not listed in Textbooks in 
Print/ 1968, but is listed in Books in Print for 1968 (p .. 211). 
A s eries of 16 " .. . somewh 1t childish . .• " (Smith, ~t tl, , 196 6, 
p. 7; Smith, et tl,, 1968, p 8i books, Basic Vocabulary Books, wa s 
published from 1952 to 1962. Smith, J. , (1964, p . 3 5) mentions the 
s eries as supplementa ry. It is als c listed in the South Carolina Bib-
liogra phy (1967, pp. II-11, II-1 2) u nd Textbooks in Print/1968 (p. 126) 
which lists the interes t level a s elementa ry grades . 
Columbus, Finder of the New World, " fine for children or adults 
• " (Smith, J., 19 64 , p. 3 5) , wa s a 1952 publication . Textbooks 
in Print / 1968 lists -?I dozen other title s a s thcugh t hey were u series; t he 
reading level of this p':3rticula r book is given a s 4-6 (p . 305). It i s a lso 
listed in Books in PrJ.nt for 1968 (p. 235). 
Summers (i967 , p .7) repo.ts r:nol:.shThro~l• !'~: u.res, a 1952 
publication (Bocks in Pnnt, 1968, p, 393), a s intended for teaching 
English a s a second language; Textbooks in Print/ 196 8 concurs (p . 255). 
Smith, et a l (1966 , p . 5) nr-d Smith, et .Jl. (1968 , p, 4) report the - -) - -) 
material as " . • helpful with thF: foreign born, but of some supple -
mentary help with native-born students " Barnes ond Hendrickson 
rate the ma t erial as 1-star (1965, ~- . 117) , but Donohue, ~t tl, .,(1966, 
p . 94) list it a s c languc:ge s ki!ls materi:1 ~ rather tha n a s a reading 
ins truction mat8ria l. Mack, <::t aL J (196 7 , p. 34) list the materia l 
only a s unp.r::>grammed . 
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Smith, J., (1964 , p. 56) lists the child's material Fireman Fred as a 
1952 publication to be used a s a supplementa ry materia l with adults. This 
book is not listed in Textbook s in Print/19 68 nor in Books in Print for 
19 68 . The First Book Series, listed by titles -- The First Book o f 
Ind ians , The First Book of Neg roes, The First Book of Airplanes -- by 
Smith, J. , (19 64, pp. 41, 54) a s supplementary materials a re not listed 
in Textbooks in Print/1968 . However, Bordma n (1968, p. 9) lists The 
First Book of Negroes and Books in Print for 19 68 (pp. 43 7-438) lists all 
three titles. 
No readability is listed by Ford and Nichols on (1967 , p . 17) who 
inform that the pamphlet lJr. Bell Invents the Telephone is " available 
freE: from loca l Bell Telephone Business Office." The pamphlet is listed 
a s a supplementary practice material and 1952 is the date of publication 
given , a lthough this cannot be confirmed by Textbooks in Print / 1968 
nor Books in Print for 19 68, which do not list the pamphlet. 
The South Carolina Bibliography (1967, pp. II- 13, II-14) lists the 
American Adventure Series, the volumes of which it is composed being 
published from 1952 through 1963. The series, originally intended for 
childreP.., receives a I-star rating from Smith, ~.tl_. (19 66, p. 7). 
Textbooks in Print/1968 list s the 22 title s as supplementary children's 
material and reports grade l evels at the introductory stage for only seven 
of the 22 (p. 293). 
Americanization Help Book, obviously for the fore ign born , is 
reported by Smith, J. , (1964, p. 45) a s a supplementary material 
i5 
published in 1953; th1~ volume, how.aver, is not reported in Textbooks in 
Print/ 1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
Also reported as supplementa ry materials by Smith, J., (1964, pp, 
4 7- 48) is the series of America n Cla ssics: Simplified a nd Adapted, pub-
lished in 1953- 1954. Smith , ~t tl•; (1966, p. 10) and Smith, .§1.tl•i 
(1968, p . 1 5) s ay 11 • , • probably most helpfu l w it h t he foreign born. 11 
Textbooks in Print/19 68 (p . 44) concurs, listing the 10 books as intended 
for teaching English as a second language. 
Richardson and Shelton (1966, p. 42) list as a 1953 publication 
Hear Me Read: Functional Phonetics for Power in Reading . The text is 
not listed in Textbooks in Prim/ 1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
The Pleasure Reading Series added the second title, Far East Stories 
from Japan to India, in 1951. Smith, J., (19 64 , p . 48) lists it a s a 
suppl e mentary ma teria l for use w ith a dults. It is listed in Books in Print 
for 1968 (p. 42 4), and Textbooks in Print / 1968 (p. 116) lists it a s a 
child's supplementary material . 
Smith , J., (1964, p . 35) a lso lists Lee, the Gallant General as a 
1953 publication for use a s a supplementary material. It is listed in 
Books in Print for 1968 (p . 697) , but Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p. 299) 
g ives grade levels 4-6 fer the volume. This would p lace it out of the 
ra nge of the introducwry stage. 
The year 19 53 s a w the publication of a number o f pamphlets by the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior . The pamphlets as 
referenced by ether a uthors have publication dates extending through 
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four years, with 1956 being the most recent. Barnes and Hendrickson 
(1965, pp . 128 -1 29) list numbers 1-10 of the pamphlets and say there is 
some " .. . attempt at vocabulary control ... / rating the pamphlets 
1-star. Summers (1967, pp. 2- 3) lists numbers 1-9 of the following, 
and points out that the pamphlets have some vocabulary control. The 
South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p . II-15) lists numbers 1-16 of the 
following, and Smith, J., (1964, pp . 31, 36 , 39, 45, 56) lists numbers 
4- 23 as supplementary materials. Donohue , et_tl.) (1966, pp. 89-90) 
list numbers 1-5 and numbers 7-10 as supplementary reading materials. 
Mack , et al.J (1967, pp. 23-24) list numbers 24 and 25 and later (1967, 
pp. 105-10 6) list numbers 1-9 . None of the following are listed in 
Textbooks in Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968. 
1 . Safe Drinking Water , Clark, A. N. 
2 . Group Organization , C la rk, A. N . 
3. Banking, Clark, A. N. 
4 . My Garden, Daily, R. 
5. I am a Good Citizen, Williamson, V. 
6 . Campus Behavior, Chilocco Teaching Staff 
7. Catching Sickness, Best, M. 
8. I Can Tell Time, Hil l , J. L. 
9. Budget Stretchers, Hill, J. L. 
10. Our Family, Dudley, A. J . 
11. Book About Plar,ts, Jeffery, N. 
1 2 . Da iry Dictionary 
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13. Machines 
14. Our Wonderful Soil 
15 . 3 R's of Dairying 
16. Be a Safe Driver 
1 7. How Sickness Travels, Best , M . 
18. First Aid 
19. Home Care of the Tuberculous in Alaska, Paul and Paul 
20. Driver Training, Clark , A. N. 
21. Signs, Clark , A. N. 
2 2. Carpentry Dictionary, Machines and Tools, Rhodes, J. 
23 . Coyote Tales , Morgan and Thomps on 
24. Buying and Caring for Your Car, Huges, K. S. 
25. A Good Home for the Family , Jeffery , N . 
Two series "not written for adult s, but excellent format and content 
for supplementary reading" (South Carolina Bibliogra phy , 19 6 7, p. II- 5) 
have continued to expand since the first volumes were published in 1953 . 
Smith, et tl_.J (1966 , p . 12) lists the True Book Series of approximat e l y 
70 titles as being useful with adults . Smith , J., (1964, pp . 34, 35 , 42, 
53 , 56) mentions individual titles from both the True Book Series and the 
True Science Library. The South Carolina Bibliograph y (1967 , p . II- 5) 
lists the forme r series and 7 volumes of the latter . Neither series is 
indexed in Textbooks in Print/ 1968 , a lt hough Books in Print for 1968 
(p. 1247-1248) lists both. 
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Of books published in 1954, Richardson and Shelton (1966, p. 64) 
list, without comment, Books for Adult Beginners. This is a bibliography 
by the American Library Association; it is evidently out of print, for other 
similar bibliographies by t his Association are listed in Textbooks in 
Print/ 1968 while this pa rticular volume is not listed. Books in Print 
for 1968 also lacks this entry. 
The first of t he post World War II m~terials of the U. S. Armed Forces 
Institute , Stories for Today, is listed by Hayes, et 2..!_. J (1967, p. 28) 
who point out a 11 • • • general adult interest" and 11 •• • no apparent 
voca bulary or sentence control. 11 This 1954 materia l is listed as a 
supplementary mate ria l, but is not indexed in Books in Print for 1968 
nor in Textbooks in Print/19 6 8. 
Although of "adult appea rance a nd adult interest [although 
the] exercises • .. a re excellent . • • [and a lthough th~ books were 
designed by adult educators for adult use" (Smith, et a 1. , 19 6 6 , p . 9), 
the Reader's Digest Adult Education Readers, Books A and B rec el ve only 
a !-sta r rating. Thi s review is paraphrased by Smith , et tl_. , (1968 , pp. 
14-15) . Perhaps the lack of a 2-star rating can be traced to the d ifficulty 
of the mat e rials , for Donohue , ~t .tl_. J (1966, p. 93) list the two books 
as too d ifficult for use at the introductory stage. The s eries, however, 
is a lso listed by Smith, J., (1964, p. 26) and by Richardson and Shelton 
(1966, p. 61) . It is not listed in Textbooks in Print/1968 nor in Books 
in Print for 19 68. 
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Smith , J., (1964 , p. 57) lists as a supplementary material the 1954 
publication by B. Norman , Who Built the Bridge? Books in Print for 196 8 
{p. 1304) gives the author as N. Bates. Smith, J., (1964, p. 34) also 
lists as supplementary materials Using Our Earth, a 1954 publication, 
and Living on Our Earth, a publication revised in 19 55. She lists At 
the Wholesa le Produce Market, 1955, as a helpful book (1964, p. 13) 
and as a supplementary reader (1964, pp. 31, 55). None of these books 
are listed in Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 nor in Books in Print for 19 68. 
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Smitr , et al., (1966, p . 7) and Smith, et al., (1968, p. 8) quoting 
the earlier review of Pacemaker Story Books say, " • .. a useful supple -
ment with adolescents." The six titles are listed in Textbooks in Print/ 
19 68 but are not in Books in Print for 19 68. 
Smith, J., (1964, p. 48) lists the two additional titles of the Plea sure 
Reading Series. They are listed in Textbooks in Print/19 68 (p . 116) a long 
with n ine other volumes not listed by Smith, J . Eight volumes of the 
series of supplementary materials were available in 1955, with five s ub -
sequent volumes to be added. The entire series of thirteen volumes wa s 
completed in 19 61 , and is referenced by Books in Print for 1968 (p. 42 4) . 
Smith, etai., (1966 , p. 2) and Smith, etal. , (1968, p. 4) report the 
1955 edition of Streamlined English, but give 1956 as the date of publica -
tion. Smith, J., (1964, p. 11), Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p . 111) , 
Otto and Ford (1966, p. 25), Richardson and Shelton (1966, p . 59) , a nd 
Summers (1967, p. 5) all report the publication date as 1955 . The South 
Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-17) and Mack (1967 , p. 29) list the 
material . Otto and Ford (1966, p. 25) report no release of claimed field 
test res ults. Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p. 111) report an average 
readability level of 2 . 5 whereas Smith, J., (1964, p. 11) says the 30 
lessons " . . . take the stude n t t hrough Reading Level 2" and Donohue, 
e t al., (1966, p. 86) say, "levels o ne and two are included in one work-
book ... • " Ford and Nicholson (1967 , p. 7) report that "this is a non-
programmed series part of the Laubach litera cy system." 
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Further confusion on the date of publication is evidenced by the report 
of Donohue, et al., (1966, p. 86) of a 1963 date for Streamlined English . 
However, this may merely be a confusion with the 19 66 edition of the New 
Streamlined English reported by Otto and Ford (1966, p . 12) as similar t o 
the o ld workbook. In fact, the listing of the revised edition to be found 
in Textbooks in Print/19 68 (p. 39) points up the similarity by being, i t s elf , 
so similar to Otto and Ford's comments on the old edition (1966 , p . 25) 
that one may be led to believe that the "new series" is just a rehashed 
new edition of the 1955 material. Mack, et al., (1967 , p. 28) list this 
edition , while ne ither is to be found in Books in Print for 19 68 . 
Hayes, et al., (1967, p. 20) review all of the Laubach materials in 
toto; they say of them, "The 'stories' are generally trivial and pointless." 
In 1956, English Step by Step with Pictures was published. This English 
as a foreign language material is mentioned by Hayes, ..e.UU., (1967, p . 15) 
as seeming to be directed at chi ldren. It is indexed in Textbooks in Print/ 
1968 (p. 355), confirming the English as a second language class ification . 
The material is not, however, listed where the index has placed it (pp. 
44-45). In a search for the listing , this author has met defeat and must 
suppose it was omitted unintentionally, for it is listed in Books in Pri nt 
for 1968 (p. 393). 
Smith , J. , (19 64, p. 54) lists Flight Overseas and Helicopter Book 
as supplementary materials, although they appear in neither Textbooks in 
Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . Another material she lists (1964 , 
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p. 41) as supplentaryandagain (1964, p. 14) as a "Helpful Book" is 
the first edition of My Country . It is listed by Richardson and Shelton 
(1966 , p. 63) and the South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p. II-27), which 
places it above the introductory stage. Barnes and Hendrickson give an 
average readability leve l of 2.5 and rate this editon 1-star (1965, p . 113) . 
The material was revised in 1964. Of the revision, Smith , et al., (1966 , 
p . 5) rate the material 1-star. Hayes , et al., (1967, p . 25) say "a 
systematic developmental program of word-attack skills is incorporated 
in the 24 lessons." Summers (1967, p. 7) points out the controlled vor 
cabulary and word attack skills taught as strong points . Ford and 
Nicholson (1967, p . 20) list the materia l as intended for the foreign 
born and say, "A civics reader for the near-illiterate," and Mack , et al . , 
(1967 , p. 82) concur. Textbooks in Print/1968 also lists (p . 259) the 
book as a Civics and Citizenship ma teria 1, but give H .A. Smith and 
I. L. King as the authors . 
The U.S . Armed Forces Institute materials (Summers, 19 67 , p. 8) 
added a book, Men in the Armed Forces , and workbooks, Servicemen 
Learn to Read, Practice Book Number I and II in 195 6. Barnes and 
Hendrickson (1965, p. 113) give an average readability for the former 
workbook of 2 . 3 and for the latter workbook of 1. 6. They rate the ma -
terial 1-star and say, "very useful, excellent material. ... " Smith , 
et al., (1966, p . 6) and Smith, et al., (1968 , p. 6) do not give a pub-
lication date but say the "vocabulary load is high .. .. " Hayes, e t a l., 
(1967, p . 25) say, "The content and consequent vocabulary places 
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considerable limits on the suitability of this material for use with civilian 
groups. 11 The former of the materials is listed by Smith , J., (19 64 , p . 25) 
as a supplementary material and both the book and workbooks are listed 
by Donohue , et al., (1966 , p . 88) and by Richardson and Shelton (1966, 
p. 65) , and by Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 5). The workbooks are 
listed by Mack, et al., (19 67 , pp. 40-41). None of the materials are in -
dexed by Textbooks in Print/19 68 nor Books in Print for 19 68. 
Write Your Own Letters is listed by Smith, J., (1964, p. 14) as both 
a helpful book (1964 , p. 14) and as intended for the foreign born (1964, 
p. 27). Hayes , et al., (1967, pp. 30-31) list this 1956 publication as a 
supplementary material, saying this 11 ••• very practical and useful 
booklet deals solely with letter writing and completing forms. 11 It 11 • 
provides a model content for certain types of letters . . . " report Ford and 
Nicholson (1967, p. 10) who give a 1964 publication date; evidently a new 
edition. Textbooks in Print/1968 (p. 44) also reports the 1964 edition 
and lists it as a materia l for teaching English as a second language . It 
is also to be found listed by Mack, et al., (1967, p. 33) and Books in 
Print for 1968 (p. 1326) . 
Smith , J., (1964, p . 56) reports as a supplementary material the 
child's book The Little Indian Basket Make r, published in 1957. It is 
not indexed in Textbooks in Print/1968, but is listed by Books in Print 
for 19 68 (p. 718). 
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Bordman (1968, pp. 7-8) lists Phonics We Use as a child's material 
used because there was insufficient adult material available. Proehl, 
et al., (19 68, p . ll8) and Textbooks in Print/19 68 (p. 129) also list the 
material as a 195 7 publication . 
Beginning Eng lish for Men and Women is a set of two workbooks 
listed as useful supplementary materia l by Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, 
p. 121). These 1958 publications are listed by Ford a nd Nicholson (1967, 
p. 18) and Mack, et al., (1967, p . 13) as developed for the foreign born. 
The series i s not listed in Textbooks in Print/19 68 nor in Books in Print 
for 1968. 
Smith, J., (1964, p . 37) and Mack , etal., (1967 , p. 101) list the 
pamphlet Going to Have a Baby? as a supplementary material. They 
(Smith, J., 1964, p. 39 ; Mack, etal., 1967, p . 101), Ma ck (1967 , p . 47), 
and Bordman (1968, pp . 9-10) list How to be a Wise Consumer, also a 
supplementary material. Neither of these books are to be found listed in 
Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
The Reading Laboratories series of multi-level and, largely , self-
instructional materials, rated 2-star by Smith, et al., (1966, p . 2), was 
begun in 1958. Summers (19 67 , p. 5) say s these kits were 11 ••• writte n 
for regular school populations. " Despite the child orientation and the 
listing as a supplementary material , Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, pp . 
119-120) rate the material 1-star. Richardson and Shelton (1966 , p. 62) 
and the South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-24) lis t this extensive 
series of material. Donohue, et al., (1966, p . 87) give 1961 as the 
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publication date and say the material is " . .. adaptable for fan] adult 
program." Mack, et al., (1967, pp. 37-38) and Smith , et al., (1968 , 
pp. 5, 10, 16, 25, 33, 42, 48, 53) list the series. It is not indexed in 
Textbooks in Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 , but is commercially 
avai-lable. 
First Steps in Reading English is a 1959 publication for children con-
sisting of four books and workbooks that have not been field tested (Otto 
and Ford, 1966, p . 7). "It is a linguistic unprogrammed series" report 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 4), who later (1967, p. 19) list it as having 
been developed for the foreign born . It is listed by Richardson and 
Shelton (19 66, p . 45) as having a publication date of 19 62 . It is not 
indexed in Textbooks in Print/ 1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968. 
Heroes of Faith, "fiteen stories from the O ld Testament ... " 
(Smith, J., 1964, pp. 13,53) has, according to Smith, J. (1964, p. 13) a 
II . . carefully controlled" vocabulary sutiable for use at levels 3-4 (1964 , 
p . 53) . Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 12) list the material as supplementary 
and report the publication date as 1959 . The volume i s not indexed in 
Textbooks in Print/ 1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968. 
Trouble and the Police, How to Find a Job, and Why You Need In-
surance are 1959 publications and Good Manners in the United States is 
a 1961 publication (Ford and Nicholson , 1967, pp . 12-13) of the New 
Readers Press Mated.al (Barnes and Hendrickson , 19 65 , p. 12 6). Smith , 
J., (1964, p . 56) lists only the second of the above and suggests it as a 
supplementary material . Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p. 126) do not 
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recommend the materials, and Smith , et al . , (1966, pp. 20-21), and 
Smith, et al., (1968, p. 23) list only the second a nd third volumes, 
placing them above the introductory stage. The four volumes are listed 
by Richardson and Shelton (1966, p. 59) as having the respective publica-
tion da tes of 1963, 1958, 1963, 1961. The second and third of the volumes 
are listed by Books in Print for 1968 (pp. 579 , 1306) , listing the revised 
edition of How to Find a Job as authored by Roger , F. , rather than Francis, 
R. , as given by Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p. 126). 
The Rochester Occupational Reading Series was first published in 
1959 . It receives a 1-star rating from Smith, et al., (1966, p . 9) . It 
" should be supplemented" (Smith, et al., 1966, p. 9; Smith, etal., 
1968, pp. 16, 25, 33, 41). The revised series was brought out again in 
19 63 with the title The Job Ahead and is given a 2-s tar rating by Smith, 
et al., (19 66 , pl. 10) . The new edi tio n is mentioned as supplemen tary 
by Otto and Ford (1966 , p . 34) and Hayes, et al., (1967, p. 29) who say , 
" •.. the material is far above the Introductory Stage even though the 
publisher describes 'Levell' as ' for second gra de reading ability.' " 
Donohue, et al., (1966, p. 91) list the three books for both the intro-
ductory and elementary stages. The series is listed by Richardson and 
Shelton {1966, p . 57), the South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p. II-25), 
Mack , et al. , (1967, p. 85) and by Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 10), 
the latter g iving 1965 as the date of publication. The series is not 
indexed in Textbooks in Print/1968 nor Books in Print for 19 68 . 
8:Jrd. o!l (HE,8, ~•. B) 15.sts Tech.,!"· i-Ae to Read as a 1959 pub~ication 
desjy:-,e ~ .vr c...:-.ildre:. . !t ~5 ;ict i~s tea c. Textnock s ~:. Pnr t / !9 68, but 
The Jack of iT!ateria ls acieq ia·>- ;c1 adult l:;as1c ed 1Jcation ins truction 
during the years ISOO co 1951 is e _aericed by 1'i . B. Smith's statement, 
s peaking of literacy educatior., "New materia~s r.eed to be developed . 
. . (1965, p. 3 75)." FLrther ev:de.i .:~e !s giver. by tJ-;e fac t that, although 
N. B. Smith's rev~ew e;f ma ter:.;,,l s for teac:::.-.g !'ead:.:-.g ,J Jr :.:.g this period 
i s excellen t, she doe s not rev:ew a si;~gl0 mati•• < ~ ~r, terded for use i n 
a dult basic edL.:u,tio:i c:asses (1965i . 
Ford and Nic~,o~scP ~19c7 , ;:: . ,4i rep0rt The tJ.S.A.-- The LaPd and 
t he People as a su,ii)ler.'t::::-'tarv r.-1acer ial t~.at g,\•es "the nistory a nd geo-
gra phy of a part cf t\e ,.Jr.ited States . , • . " Textbook s in Pri::1t/ 19 68 
(p. 44) 1ists, as mear.t f0r tec.ch:ng :.--:g~isi' as a seco!'ld la.1guage , this 
vo l ume witr: the compa !': .i. or, , Mer, a:--:d His:ory , i'\ ~96C publ:ca tio:1 , as 
composjng tl1e U.S.A . Readers. Muck, e t al., (d 6,, p. 80) give levels 
6-8 for the first volume, but do ot ;;,e:-:tion the series r.or the second 
title. Books ir. Pri:1t for 1968 menticr.s r o::e :Jf the three. 
Smith, J., l::.sts the 135~ pui:>li c.,atic;-, Wo.ner. at Work (1964, p. 57) , 
t he 1960 p ... bli...:atiCJ:, .Z... Be,; a: .1 His Plants {1$64, p . 35), Abcut our Weather 
(1964, p. 50), Davi.ct F1 o f'1 Sl-epJ-:era BoytoKir.g (l964, p , 53), and About 
t he Vegetables c...r Your Plate (1964 , :2p . 14 , 36) as supplementarymateri-
al s . The lauer 1s als:J l:sted 1:,y R~cLards~-n ar.d Shel tor. (i966 , p. 53) . 
None are indexed in Tex1_t-oo i<..s ili Pr ir.t / 19 68 . The th ird ar.d last volumes 
are l is ted iP. Bc :.;lss ir .f!..i.Z!:: for 19c8 (pp, 3 , 4) . 
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The South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p. II - 10) lists the series of 
12 children ' s books, Folklore of the World Series , as published by Ga rrard 
Publishing Company but does not give a date of publication. Textbooks 
in Print/1968 (pp. 66, 126) lists the grade levels as 2-8 and the pub lication 
dates from 1960 through 1964 . It is not indexed in Books in Print for 1968 . 
The Discovery Bocks Series was begun in 1960 with eight titles 
(Textbooks in Print/1968, p. 298). Otto and Ford (1966, p. 36) report the 
series as " • . . probably ... palatable to adults," Smith, et al., 
(1966, p . 10) lis t the series as supplementary, b ut give it a 1-star rating . 
Smith, et al., (1968, p . 13) mention the series as liked by adolescents. 
It i s listed in the Soutb Carolina Bibliography (1967 , pp. II-11 , II -12). 
Textbooks in Print/1968 lists, in additon to the 1960 volumes, five pub-
lished in 1961, six volumes added in 1962 , eight in 1963, eight in 1964, 
six in 1965, six in 1966, and five in 1967 . The 52 titles are listed as 
supplementary readers in social studies, having a readability range of 
2-5 (p. 298). Books in Print for 1968 does not list the series. 
Smith, J., (1964, p. 17) lists Doorways to Adventure as a supple -
mentary mater ial to be "read with the children •.. . " This volume must 
have been Usted through oversight, for it is book 3 of the Gateways to 
Reading Treasures, a ba sa 1 reading series for children (Text books in Print/ 
1968, pp. 104-105). 
Hayes, et al., (1967 , p. 18) report English for New Americans as 
" •• adaptable to literacy programs . " It is not indexed in Textbooks 
in Print/1968 nor Books in Pririt for 1968. 
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Donor.ue, et ai., (1966 , p. 94) list the 1960 publication Everyday 
Englis h and Basic Word List for Adults under "Language Skills Materials . " 
Ri chardson and Shelton (19 66 , p . 42) list the material. According to 
Summers (1967, p . 2), the ma te rial includes spelling , grammar, and oral 
vo cabulary wi ch some reading. He gi ves 1964 as the publication date, 
as do Hayes, et <U,, (19E,7, p . 27) , who list the material as supplementary. 
Barr.es and Henddckson (1965, p. 120) concur with both the supplementary 
lis ting and the 1964 date of publication, and they give the material both 
an average reada:J; .ity of 3 . 7 and a 1-s tar ra ting. Ford and Nicholson 
(1967 , p. 8) conct..r with the more recent publication date and the listing 
a s a supp!eme:rtory material. The South Caro lina Bibliogra phy (1967, p. 
II -22) a lso gives 1964 as the date of publication, but only says the ma-
t erial is " ... geed witr. the foreig n born . " Textbooks in Print/ 1968 
(p. 44) dec lares the pubacation date as 1960 a nd lists the material as 
i ntended for teoc:1ing English as a second langua ge Ma c k, et al., (1967, 
p . 32) coricur w:tr· the 1960 publication date, but list the materia l as of 
ele me nta ry s tage readability. 
Our Earth i s a 19 60 pub lica tion listed as a supplementary material 
b y Smith , J., (1964 , i:;. 34) b ut not indexed in either of the sources 
Textbooks in Prim/1968 nor Books in Print for 1968 . 
Ford and Nicholsm report Reading the Easy TV- Way as " . . work-
bocks rthat] provj_de only the preliminary instruction for a literacy program 
(19 67, p . 6) . " This television a pplication of the Laubach approach is 
claimed, as mcst Lauba cr, programs, to have been field tested; however, 
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no result s have been made public (Otto aP.d Ford, 1966, p. 22). It is not 
index ed in Textbooks in Print/19 68 nor Books in Print for 19 68. 
Practice Your English is a 1960 pub iication for the foreig!1 born listed 
by Textbooks in Print/1968 (p . 45) . 
The Sailor Jack Series of four books, marginally of interest to adults 
and publisl:ed from 1960 to 1962, is listed as a supplementary material 
but is not recommended by Sames and Hendrickson (1965, pp. 125 - 126). 
It is no t iP.dexed in Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 nor Books in Print for 19 68. 
Smith, J. , (l964, p. 51) lists the 19 60 publications Seeds are Won-
derful, We Are Chosen (1964 , p. 54), When You Work in the United States 
(1964, p . 17) , and t he 1961 publications About Our Flag (1964, pp . 15, 43), 
Farm Helpe rs (.964 , p . 3i), The First Christmas Tree (1964, p. 48), G.o.d..'....$_ 
Plan for You (1964, p. 53), and The Story of Ruth (1964, p. 47), as sup-
plementary ma terial s . _The First Christmas~ is also mentioned as a 
supplementa ry rra teria l by Ford and Nicholson (1967 , p. 12) . None are 
indexed in Textbooks i r Print /19 68, and only the first and third of the 
above are in Books in Pd.nt for 19 68 (pp. 3, 107 6). 
The South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-9) lists 26 of the 60 
volumes composing the children's series Beginning Science Books and 
Beginning Social Studies Books. The series were begun in 19 61 and in-
creased through 19 67 (Te xtbooks in Print/ 1968 , p. 295). Neither is 
listed in Books in Print for 1968 . 
The Seu.th Carolina Bibli ography (19 67, pp . II- 11 - II-12) lists the 
Discovery Books series . It is " . .• probably . .. pa la table to adults 
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(Otto and Ford , 1966 , p. 36), 11 a supplementary material with a 1-star 
rating (Smith , et al. , 1966 , p. 10), liked by adolescents (Smith, et al., 
1968, p. 13), and intended for children {Textbooks in Print/1968, p. 298) . 
The series was begun in 1960 and has received additons through 1968 
(Textbooks in Print/1968, p. 298) . 
Hayes, et al. , (1967, p. 28) list the What Is It Series, 11 orig-
inally developed for children [but which] may be useiul for adults •• II 
as supplementary material. Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p. 249) lists 12 
volumes of the series of supplementary science books for children as on 
the introductory stage. It gives a publication date spread from 1957 
through 19 62 for these 12 volumes. 
Congues ts in Reading is listed as a 19 62 supplementary publication , 
without comment, by Ford and Nicholson (19 6 7, p. 8). It is not indexed 
in Textbooks in Print/19 68, but is to be found ir.dexed in Books in Print 
for 19 68 (p. 259) . 
Donohue , etal. , (1966, p. 89) , Smith, et a l. , (1966, pp. 12, 14), 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. !4), Mack (1967, pp. 92, 104), and Smith , 
et al., (1968, pp. 15, 24) list the 1962 publication Family Life in the 
U.S.A . as supplementary material. Hayes , et al., (1967 , p . 23) say, 
"Illustrations are neither decorative nor instructional. Sentence and 
paragraph length place this reader beyond the introductory s ta ge . 11 The 
South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p. II-22) says it is 11 •• • good with 
the foreign born, 11 and Mack , et al. , (1967 , p. 80) concur. Textbooks 
in Print/19 68 (p. 44) also agrees by lis tmg the book as intended for 
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teaching English as a second language. Books in Print for 19 68 also 
lists the volume (p. 422). 
Smith , J. , (19 64 , p . 17) lists the Flag reprint from the World Book 
Encyclopedia and the publication In the Beginning (1964, p . 53), "The 
creation story beautifully told .•• rusing] African setting and illustra-
tions •.. as supplementary materials. Neither are indexed in Text-
books in Print/19 68 nor Books in Print for 19 68 . 
Live and Learn is a 1962 publication, originally, "best used with 
the foreign born" (Smith, et al., 1968 , p . 23). Hayes, et al., (1967, 
p. 21), report that each lesson has a short " • • . reading selection and 
several exercises devoted to vocabulary development and grammar." 
The South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p. II-22) and Ford and Nicholson 
(1967, p, 19) list the material as meant for the foreign born. Textbooks 
in Print/1968 lists the book as meant for teaching English as a second 
language (p . 44). It would be "of particular interest to foreign-born 
adults with some reading and writing ability 11 (Ford and Nicholson, 19 67 , 
pp . 13-14) . Smith, etal., (1966, p. 15), Mack , et al., (1967, p . 67), 
and Smith, et a l,, (1968, p . 23) concur with the necessity of the stu-
dents ' having some a bility to read and write before profiting from the 
materia l, for they place the difficulty of the mat erial above the intro-
ductory s tage. Donohue, et a 1. , (19 66 , p . 8 6) list the mate ria 1 under 
"Basic Reading Systems" and meant for both the introductory and the 
elementary stages. They later (1966, p . 90) revise both estimates and 
list it as a supplementary material for use on the introductory stage. 
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This volume is listed , a lso by Books in Print for 1968 (p . 720). Live and 
Learn and three older volumes were brought out as new editions i:-i 19 66 
as the Adult Basic Education Series. 
Richardson and She lton (19 66, p. 61) list the 1962 publications The 
Morgan Bay Mysteries. Donohue, et al., (1966, p. 90) list the series 
as supplementary , and Textbooks in Print/1968 (p. 131) lists it as a 
children's series . Smith, et al. , (19 66, p. 7) say, 11 •• • suitable for 
adults II and rate it 1-star as they do (1966, p. IC) the companion Deep 
Sea Adventure Series . Both series are listed b y Smith, et al., (1968, 
pp. 9 , 13 , 21, 30) and the latter by Donohue, et al., (1966, p. 90). 
The latter is also mentioned but not recom!11ended by Barnes and Hendrickson 
(1965, p . 124-125) . The Deep Sea Adventure Series is placed in read-
ability as above the introductory stage by the South Carolina Bibliography 
(1967, p. II-14) despite the publisher' s claim (Field Educa ·d on Publica-
tions Catalogue , 1968 , p. 13) that five of the nine titles are within the 
introductory stage . Textbooks in Print/19 68 (p . 12 5) evidently followed 
the publisher's recommended grade level listing , for they also place five 
volumes within the introductory stage. Neither series is listed in Books 
in Print for 1968 . 
Donohue , et al. , (196 6 , p. 88) list the children's material New Frac -
tice Readers , BooksA and B, as basic texts for the introductory stage. 
Where Donohue, et al., (1966 , p. 88) give C .R. Stone as author , Ford and 
Nicholson (19 67, p. 10) give D . G . Anderson, et al.; no mention of reada-
bility is made . Smith, etal., (1966, p . 15) and Smith , etal., (1968, p . 26) 
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list Books A and B of the s eries as being on levels 4 and 5 , respecti vely . 
They also give 1960 as the date of publication . Mack , et al., (1967 , p. 30) 
give l evels 3-5 and a publication date of 1960 . Proehl , et a l., (1968, 
p. 118) list the books as supplementary . The series i s not indexed in 
Textbooks in Print/1968, but is in Books in Print for 1968 (p . 845) . 
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Summers (19 6 7 , p . 6) mentions the workbook Operation Alpha bet, 
TV Home Study Book. Smith, et al. (1966, p. 6) say "it s hould be 
used as supplementary materials [sicJ .. . " but then rate it a 1- star 
program. The annotation is the same for Smith , et a l. (1968 , p . 4) . 
Barnes and Hendrickson (19 65 , p . 111) rate the material 1- s tar , giving 
an average readability level of 2 . 5; they suggest supplementation. "The 
TV home study book could be used in a class without TV, " say Donohue , 
et al. (1966 , p. 87), and they list the workbook as a basic text. Otto 
and Ford (1966, p. 24) report the goa ls of the program a s being modest, 
and they include the report that the material has been field tested without 
the results having been made public. Hayes, et a!. (1967 , pp . 22-23) 
s ay , 
Although some effort is made to treat ma teria 1 o f interest 
and concern to adults, this was not done extensively e nough. 
Orientation is largely middle class -- suburban. 
They add that exercises for building comprehens ion and word attack 
skills are provided by the TV films, not by the book . Mack, et al. , 
(1967 , p. 33) place the material on levels 2-4 . The material appears in 
the South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p . II-21). Ford and Nicholson 
(1967, p. 5) say, "A whole word method workbook used a s a means of 
encouraging adults to enroll in literacy programs . " Richardson and 
Shelton (1966 , p . 60) describe the material as a "TV Home Study Book 
for Spanish-s pea king People [sic] •11 Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p. 39) 
lists three workbooks in the series, Workbook l, Workbook 2 - Parts 1 
and 2 , but only the first reference appears in Books in Print for 1968 (p . 880) . 
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Reading for Understanding, Junior Edition has a rea dability " •• • 
range .. • from grade three to grade eight" (Smith, et al., 19 66 , p . 10; 
Smith, et al., 1968, pp. 16, 25, 33, 42), an esti mate with which Ma c k , 
et al. (1967, p. 38) agree . This kit is another multi- level material th3t 
receives a 2-star rating from Smith, et al. (19 66 , p. 10), des pite its 
design for elementary school use . The kit is also listed in the South 
Carolina Bibliography (1967, p , II-25) which fa ils to warn the read er that 
the bulk of the kit is above the introducto ry stage . It is not ir..dexsd in 
Textbooks in Print/ 1968, nor in Books in Print tor 19 68 , although it i s 
commercially available. 
Also published in 1962 was the pamphlet A Social Security Card For 
You, which is listed by Smith, J., (1964, p. 17) a s a helpful materi ~l, 
It is not listed in Textbooks in Print/1968 nor Books in Print for 19 68 . 
The Specific Skills Series, published from 19 62-1968, "can be 
used to supplement a Basa l Rea ding Series" (South Carolina Bibliography, 
1967, p. II-4). Mack, et a l., (1967, p. 11) concur, giving grade le ve ls 
1-6. Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 (p . 125) a lso list h a lf o f the s e rie s as 
above the introductory stage . 
Mack , etal., (1967, pp . 3, 16 , 63, 64, 69) list the Study Skills 
Library as having three "kits" on level 3 . The series of packaged 
lessons in science, socia l stud i e s, a nd referenc e skills published in 
1962 is not listed in Textbooks in Print /1968 nor in Books in Print for 
1968. 
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Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 12) list They Wouldn't Quit a s a supple-
mentary material published in 1962. It is not indexed in Textbooks in 
Print/ 19 68 nor Books in Print for 19 6 8. 
The South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p . II-6) and Mack, •:t al 
(1967, p . 18) list Words in Color , but Ford and Nicholson (1967, p 7) 
say "the program is not designed as a package to cover a co mplete ba s ic 
literacy program . " Traba s so (1968 , p. 31) says, "one practic3 l upshot 
of this [group of experiment~ is a warning not to use distractirg coJ0_ s 
with letters in the teaching of reading . " Smith, et al., (1968 , ~assim) 
evidently heed the warning , for they do not list the material, ;::..hhouJh 
Smith, et al. (1966, p. 3) list it with the additional warning thct it 
" .. • lends itself to lock-step teaching .. .• " Textbooks :n ?r~:-.-·/ ~ $68 
(p . 1 27) say the grade level s are 1 and 2 , a nd it lists the materi3l with 
other children's materials • 
Smith , et al. (1966, p. 6) , a nd Smith et al. (1968, p . 5) lis t Moder':. 
American English, saying "this is one of a series of four books dcNelopei 
to teach the foreign born •• . [it] is not recommended for use with 
native- born American adults • •.. " Textbooks in Print/1968 (p 44) 
concurs by listing the 1962 publication as intended for teachir:.g Er_gEsh 
as a second language . The volume is listed a s still available by _Books 
in Print for 1968 (p . 797) . 
Richardson and Shelton (1966 , p. 59) and Mack (1967, p . 4€) lis t 
A Door Opens. This supplement ary paperback i s n:.:>t recommended by 
Barnes and Hendrickson (1965 , p. 123) who report 1963 as the date of 
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publication . Smith , J . , (1964 , p. 12) reports that the book is o n le v e l 
th ree , and she la t er (1 964, p. 15) reports 1962 a s the date of publica t ior.. 
Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p . 44) reports 1962 as date of publica tio n a nd 
lists the book as int e nded for teaching English as a s econd langua ge 
Donohue, et al. (1966 , p . 92) list the book as supplementary, whde 
Smith , e t al. , (1966 , p . 19) list it as too difficult for the introductQry 
stage. Mack, et a l., (19 67 , p . 28) agree , giving difficulty leve! a s 
grades 4-5; they also report 1 963 as the date of publica tion . 
"Phonics rules are presented deductively . .• " in the children's 
material Check a nd Double Check: Pupils Workbook in Phonics1 re I= -: 
Ford and Ni cholson (1967 , p . 8) under the listing of suppleme mary 
materia 1. This 19 63 publication is not indexed in Textbooks in Pr:.m/: 9 68 
nor Books in Print for 19 68. 
The English This Way Series is listed by Smith, et a l. (1966 , p . l) , 
Mack , etal., (1967 , p. 27), Smith, etal., (1968, pp . 3 , 9, 14 , 22, -- --
31, 40 , 4 6 , 52 , 56), and Textbooks in Print/1968 (p. 44), a s intende d 
for teaching English as a second la nguage. The material i s listed in t he 
South Carolina Bib liography (1967 , p. II- 7) a nd Books in Print for 1968 
(p. 3 9 3) • 
Also published in 19 63 wa s Firs t Steps in Reading for Mea ning ; note- d 
b y Summers (1967 , p. 7) as written for children and requiring a tuto r in 
early stages. Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p. 11 2) note the s ame 
flaws, but they rate the material 1- sta r s aying it 11 ••• may have s ome 
adult application • . •• 11 The materi a l is not indexed in Textbooks tn 
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Print/ 1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
Fourth of July is a 1963 publication mentioned by Barnes and 
Hendrickson (1965 , p . 127) as supplementary, as being of marginal 
interest to adults, as having an average readability level of 3. l, ::.nd 
as not recommended. Textbooks in Print/ I 968 (p . 300) lists the volum""! 
as one of the ten children's supplementary social studies mcterials making 
up the Holiday Book Series, published from 1963 through 1967 • r~ i s net 
listed in Books in Print for 19 68. 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 14) list as supplementary materL ~ J.s 
a "set of workbooks" composed of Getting Ready for Pay Dey , L rd.rs 
Ourselves , and On the Job, published in 1963 , 1964, and 1965, res pnc-
tively. Mack , et al., (1967, pp. 81, 103) list the first o f the atov~, 
as a level "2 plus" material and the second as on levels 4-up. NorE: 
of the titles are indexed in Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 r,or in Books irr Pr~m 
for 1968. 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 13) list as supplementary ma terial 
How to Become a United States Citizen , but they also s ay the maternl 
was developed to meet the special problems of teaching the foreign 
born (1967, p . 19). Mack, et al. (1967, p . 78) list the book as a 
social studies text on levels 3 and up. The book is listed a s 3 text 1r 
civics and citizenship by Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p . 256), and 
Donohue , et al. (1966 , p. 90) list it as too difficult for the introductory 
stage. It is not listed in Books in Print for 1968 . 
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Learning the English Language is a series of two books and three 
workbooks designed to teach English as a second la ngua ge, but is 
" ... adaptable to English speaking non- literate s," a ccordiny t o Ha y. s , 
~, (1967, p. 18). The series is mentioned as a supplement~ry m 'lcerb. 
by Barnes and Hendrickson (19 65 , pp. 122-1 23) . Mack , ~ ' (1967 , I," . 
26) date all but workbook 1 as origina lly published from 1943 to 1949; 
they say the series has "possible application for litera cy trair ~no . • • . ' 
It is not indexed in Textbooks in Print/19 68 nor Books in Print for 19 6 8 
Learning to Read Through Experience , a 19 63 publication, is t he or.! y 
material on the introductory stage recommended by Richa rdson and Sht.hor. 
(l 966, p. 45) who s ay "Don't use basic text books . Method is for 
student to tell stories to teacher , she writes the m." The mat erial is - -
listed in Textbooks in Print/ I 9 68 , but may be found in Books in Print 
for 1968 (p. 695) . 
Smith, etal. , (1966, p. 13) and Smith, et al, (1968, pp . 11, 19, 
27, 3 7 , 44, 50 , 55) suggest a s e ries of progra mmed materials , Les s ons 
for Self-Instruction in Basic Skills , designed for children ' s us e in g rades 
3-9 as supplementary materia l. Otto a nd Ford (19 66, p . 32) and Ford 
and Nicholson (19 67 , p . 9) s ay t he 11 • •• materia ls a re intended to 
supplement. . . . " Ma ck, e t a 1. , (19 6 7, pp . 2 , 12) list the materi,_} I. 
An a lmost identical edition wa s brought out two years later, in 1965, o f 
which Ford and Nicholson (1967, p . 9) sa y 11 • •• [ t o] be utilized in 
conjunctio n with other materia ls . " Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 (pp . 318-320) 
lists various units of t he program as appearing from 1963-19 66 and 
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lists 01,ly the one edition . 
Progra mmed Reading by C . D. Buchanan is a 1963 publication a bout 
which Hayes, et al. (1967, p. 16) make the comment that it is an a mus ing 
series which " ... might be helpful. " Mack, et aL, (1967 , pp. 2, 1:, 
63 , 67) give M . W. Sullivan as the author and the date of publication of 
1967 . Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p. 134) lists the series as having 19 63-
1965 publication dates . It is also listed in Books in Print for 1968 (p . 98LJ 
Of Reader' s Digest Scienc e Readers series, Smith, et al., (1968 , PPo 
15, 23, 32, 40-41) s ay , "It will prove of value both in developing 
reading skills and build ing the general knowledge area of adult fu ndamental 
education." Smith, J. , (1964 , p. 26) lists the material. The first vclume 
(of four) is listed by Ford and Nicholson (19 67, p. 14) a s a supplemer.tary 
material published in 1964. Their error may be typographical , for they 
list a 19 64 publication of the same company as h a ving 1963 u s a pub-
lication date . Mack, e t al., (1 967, p . 36) puts only the first volume in 
the introductory stage (at level 3). Th e date given by Textbooks m 
Print/1968 (p. 23 1) for volume one is 19 63; and the other three volum;:;s 
cJ re 1, s ted as too difficult for the introductory stage. 
Another 19 63 public · t: ion for children by Reader's Digest is the 
SkillBuilder_seriesrated?-star bySmith, etal., (1968, pp , 5, 10, JS, 
24, 32 , 44, 53) . Summers (1967, p, 3) mentions the s eries ; ,s 1:,eing 
well graded according to readability. Otto and ford (196 6 , p , 3 4) s ay 
it " • • . would be reasonably pal;:itable t o adults . · Mack , _et al , 
(1967, p. 36) disagree, s aying "the books for grades 1-3 have too 
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much cluld oriented materials. " Richardson a nd Shelton (1966, p. 45' 
list the series, while Barnes and Hendrickson (19 65, p. 118) rate :he~ 
series I-star despite the ir listing as a supplementary material. Sm:th, 
J . , (19 64) lists the series twJ.ce, quite contradictorily, as (19 64, p . : 4) 
helpful books but la ter (1964, p. 26) a s a n adult story course Ferd and 
Nicholson(] 967, p. 10) and Proehl , et al., (1968, p. 118) list the s e,r:.es 
as supplementary . Donohue, et al., (19 66, p . 87) a re als o ambigucus ir 
their listings; firs t they give 1958 as the d::ite of publication , pl.cce th1:: 
material on grades 7-8 readability , and list t he s e ries a s ba s ic re".ld.:.r,g 
texts--they then do a comple te about-face to give c publicatiori date o f 
19 59, readability spanning grades 1-6, and saying the s e rie s "although 
designed primarily for children, they {J:he volume~ are s ervice:ible fr,.. 
adults . " Textbooks in Print/1968 (p. 131) gives 1958 as the initial 
publication dat e for segments of the series . It a lso lists the 1968 
publication New Reader's Digest Skill Builders, W11 · ch resembles the odc;-
inal series in format and doubles the size of the publisher's offe:-:r.g. 
Originally published in 1946 but brought out of mothballs :n l 96 ~) 
was the three - volume series The Story of Je sus, which is listed, but nv 
recommended , by Barnes and Hendricks on (19 65 , p . l 2J). Smith, J . , 
lists this edition (1964, p . 13) as helpful books having ". , . c,:in1r ol'cd 
vocabulary based on the word list of Streamlined English" [pubL.shed 9 
years after the first edition of this work] . She later (1964, p . 54) lists 
the series a s supplementary material. It is not listed in Textbooks ir: 
Print/ 19 6 8 nor in Books in Print for 19 6 8 . 
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Anui1e r Laubach mat erial is the periodica l News for You published in 
editions AA and A or , more recently, A and B; B3rnes and Hendrickson 
(19 65, p . 114) incorrectly list the title as New for You , but rate it I - star 
a nd g ive average readability levels of 3 . 4 for edition AA (Now A) and of 
3.6 for edition A (Now B). Otto and Ford (1966, p. 38) give level 3 for 
vo lume A (AA) and level 4 for volume B (A) . Edition A received a 1 - s t ar 
rating from Smith, e t al., (1966, p. 8). Smith, et al., place edit ion A 
o n level s 2- 3 (1968, pp. 9, 14) and edition Bon levels 4-5 (1968 , p . 23) . 
Donohue , e t a l., (1966 , p. 92), Mack, e t al., (1967, pp . 44 , 75), 
South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-22), Summers (1967 , p . 6) , a nd 
Bord man (1 9 68 , p . 20) list the periodica l. It does not appea r in Text books 
in Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
W ith the passage of Federa l legislation providing va st sums of mone y , 
begun early in 1964 , materials quickl y became available. Ulmer (In Brady , 
1968 , p . 26) said, in 1967, that, 
Two or three years ago, it would have been a bsolutely corre ct 
t o s ay that there were few materials for ABE. I don't believe 
that is true today. We have commercial materials that are 
being made ava ilab le primarily as a result of the influx of la rge 
amounts of federa l money into the Sta tes . 
Burnett has a little more cynical and realistic v iew . He might well 
have ha d i n mind the same facts that lead to Smith's (May, 1968 , p. 75) 
statement that 11 ••• most crash programs .. . crash . .. 11 when he 
sa id t ha t publishers have begun to bring out 
• .. the newest adult literacy materials [whicti} reflect t he 
crash program behi nd them and are so poorly designed and 
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executed as to be a lmost u s eless to the teacher who has even 
minim., lly realistic standards (1966, pp . 241-242). 
The Adult Reader was brought out of mothballs in 1964 as listed by 
Summers (1 967 , p. 7) and by Otto and Ford (1966 , pp. 29 -30) who a l so 
report that the workbook has not ye t been field tested. Barnes and 
Hendrickson (1965, p. 109) rat e the workbook I-sta r and report an average 
readability level of 2. 6 . Ford and Nicholson (1 967, p. 3) inform "this 
is a one-volume workbook using the whol e word and s entence method . " 
Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p. 45) report this edition as a material for t eaching 
English as a second language. 
The Christmas Story is listed by Smith, J. , (19 64 , p. 48) as a 19 64 
publication for supplementary use. It is not indexed in Textbooks in 
Print/19 6 8 nor in Books in Print for 19 6 8 . 
George Washington: Father of Freedom is mentioned as having an 
average readability level of 3. 2 , as be ing of marg ina l interest to adults , 
and as not recommended by Barnes and Hendrickson (1 965, p . 127). 
Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p . 29 9) lists the volume a s one of the Discovery 
Books series. It is a l so liste d in Books in Pri nt for 19 68 (p. 489) . 
The Interesting Reading Serie s is mentioned by Sm ith, et a l. , (1966, 
p . 10) and Smith, et al., (19 68, p . 1 2) a s a 19 64 s e ries of 9 books 
written for adolescents that may be used as supplementa ry material . 
Donohue, et a l., (1966, p . 9 2) list the material as too difficult for the 
introductory stage. Textbooks in Print/19 68 (p. 12 8) shows the s eries 
to actua lly be a collection; it gives 19 61 as the date of publication. 
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Thi s series is not listed in Books in Print for 19 6 8. 
The fourteen-year-o ld publication I Want to Read and W rite wa s de-
mothba lled in 1964 and is rated 1-star by Smith, et al. , (1966, p. 5) 
despit e the c rit ic ism "the vocabulary control is not good and the rate of 
introduction of new words is too fast ... [a quote , a lso, from Smith , 
et al. , 1968 , p . 5] . " This more recent edition is listed by Richardson 
and Shelton (1966, p . 63) and Donohue , et al. (1966 , p . 88) who s ay 
I 
"A rev ised reading work text . • . " and place it at levels 1-3. Otto 
and Ford (1966 , p . 30) report 1965 as t he publication dat e, me ntioning t hat 
" .. . s ome word analysis skills are taught . . . " and informing of the 
lack of fie ld t ests of the material. Mack, et al., (19 67 , p. 40) place 
the material on levels 1 - 3 . Textbooks i n Print/ 19 68 (p. 45) lists t he 
materia l a s intended for teaching Eng lish as a second la nguage; it g i ves 
1964 as the publication date. 
Joe Wheeler Finds a Job and Learns About Social Security is a pub-
lication by the U . S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare of 
which Hayes, et al. , (19 67, p. 32) point out " . .. several serious 
defects ... " including readability and format. It is listed as con-
sumable by Summers (1967, p. 8) and as a supplemental material w ith an 
average readability of 3. 0 by Barnes and Hendrickson (19 65 , p. 1 20) 
who rate it 1-star . Donohue, et a 1. , (19 6 6, p. 9 4) list it without 
comment. It is listed by Richardson and Shelton (1966 , p . 65), Mack , 
et al., (1967, pp . 83, 95), and Mack (1967, p . 43), but not by Textbooks 
in Pri nt/1968 nor Books in Print for 1968 . 
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The South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II- 27) lists the 1964 pub-
lication Leaming and Writing English. Barnes and Hendricks on (1 965 , p . 
130) report a n average readability level of 3. 5 and an " . .. emphasis on 
handwriting, correct capit a lization, punctuation and grammar. . . " 
but rat e the material 1-star. Donohue , et al., (1966, p . 94) concur with 
the non-reading emphasis, as do Mack , et al., (1967, p . 39) and Reding, 
et al., (1967 , p. 227) who report, "This is not a book designed t o teach 
reading .... " The material is designed for the fore tgn born and is a 
workbook, report Smith, e t a l. , (19 66, p. 11 ) who , nevertheless, rat e 
it 1- star . The rev iew i s quoted in Smith, et a l., (1968, p. 16) who 
report 1965 as the date of publication. Textbooks in Print / 1968 (p. 45) 
reports 1964, a s do the other reviewers, as the publication date under the 
listing as a material intended to teach English a s a second language. 
It is not listed in Books in Print for 19 68. 
Neff (March , 19 65, p . 277) reports that the Lea rning Laboratory 
was developed in the Department of Curriculum Study and 
Research , North Carolina State Board of Education. It uti-
lizes programmed instructiona l materials which a llow each 
s tudent to proceed at his own pace and on his own level. . . 
No further mention of the materia l has been found in the literat ure; 
therefore, it must be assumed that the Learning Laboratory is not ava il -
able to the average adult basic educator outside the state of North 
Carolina. 
Making Our World Safe is listed a s a helpful book by Smith, J., 
(19 64, p. 1 2) and is later listed (1964, p. 30) a s a supplementary 
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mater ial !t 1s not indexed in Textbooks in Pfint/1968 nor in Books in 
Print for l 9 b 8 • 
Rid1crdson and Shelton ( 19 66, p 63) list tt-a 1 964 ~dition of MY 
Count:y 'Nhich 11 • •• d!.ffers little f;om the e2.:-Eer 1956 edition'" as 
did Smith, etal., {)966 , p. S), •,,.ho:ote it 1-star, .. :ir,d Smith, Eta l. 
(1 9 68, p. 6). Summers (19 6 7, p 7) po!.nts Gut -::L ~ controlled vocabulary 
and wo.:-d attack skills taught c,s s trnng poin-::s of tr.is small vclume. Hayes, 
et al., (!96'/ p, 25' aiE,o po:r,t .:rot the ' ... !'VSt-''rna-::ic developmental 
program nf word ,,ttack &kills , •. 11 'l'he S'.'!11 .. 'i ,~ •·;i.ina Bibli0graphy 
(1967, p. I!-27) lists the v-•lume r1bove -~he ln-'.::·,:.ductory stage. However , 
Barnes and Hend!"ickson (1965 , p. 113} rate the 19 5 6 editi-Jn materia l 
1-star arrd give an average r•:wdcbi.lity of 2 . 5 . r..:Iack, ,:-:: al., (1967, p. 
82) also place it at level 2. Smith , J . , (19 64, p. : 4) places the book 
under the heading of helpful books and later (19 64 , 3} 41) of supple -
mentacy material. Ford and Nicholson (1 S 67 , rJ. 21 i s _ y, "A civics 
reader for the ne:ir illi.t6fate." Textbooks in Prid/1968 (p, 259) concurs 
by listing the volume as a civics or citizenship text. 
In 1964, the armed s ervices a(:dsd to ths!.r materi.,:ils at the introduc -
t ory stage the title New Flights in Reading (MC 004), i-eport Mack , et a l. 
(1967, p. 41). 
Smith, J . , (:964, p. 42) lists ~s a supplementary 1m~te!."ial Our 
Unit"3d States . Ford and Nicholson {1967 , p. 13) also lis t the material 
as supµlernenti:lty but give 1965, rathe~· thc:i:-1 i964, a s the date of 
p~bli.cation . Mac}'~, _§t cl. , (19 6 7, pp. 41, 10 6- lO 71 list the book a s 
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o ne volum 1.:- o n level S, of the Becoming a Citizen Series published for 
the U. S. Department of Justice; in this regard, they give GPO #OF 716-819. 
They list (1967 , pp . 41, 106-107) the volume Our American Way of Life, 
#OF 713-300 , as on l evels 1-3. Neither are listed in Textbooks in 
Print/1968 , but Books in Print for 1968 (p. 891) lists the first volume . 
Our World i s Small is listed by both Smith, J ., (1964 , p . 39) and 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 13) as a supplementary material. Mack, 
et al., (1967, p. 78) lists it as a social stud ies material on level three . 
It is listed in Books in Frint for 1968 ( p. 891), Lut not in Textbooks in 
Print/19 6 8 . 
Mack, et al., (1967, pp . 12 , 89 , 123) list the 1964 publications, 
the Practical English Series, as written for Spanish-speaki ng migrant 
workers in California. Mack (1967, pp . 21, 44, 90) lists the series, 
but Textbooks in Print/1968 and Books in Print for 19 68 do not. 
Eight of 12 short booklets , Reader ' s Digest Adult Series , are on 
th e introductory stage and are rated 2-star by Smith, et al. (1966, p. 2) . 
They are mentioned by Potts (1965 , p. 160), Smith , et al. , (1968 , 
pp. 4-5, 10, 15), and Bordman (1968, p . 8) . They are termed 
11 
••• appealing • . • 11 by Otto and Ford (1966, p . 38) under the 
listing of supplementary material. Summers (1967, p. 3) gives the 
t erm II excellent II when writing of the adult content . Smith, J. , 
(1 964, p. 14) lists them as helpful; under the listing of supplementary 
material , Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p. 118-119) rate the 
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booklet.:, ,- star. Richardson and Shelton (1966, p . 6 1) list them under 
various headings, while Ford and Nicholson (1967, p . 14) list them as 
supplementary. Donohue, et al., (1966 , p. 86) list the booklets as 
basic texts and place only the first four on the introductory stage, as do 
Mack, et al. (1967, pp. 3 4-35) . Hayes, et al., (1967 , p. 30) concur 
by saying that the readability controls ". . . definitely preclude their 
use as primers, and perhaps even at the later levels . . .. 11 The 
South Carolina Bibliography (19 6 7, pp . II- 2 4) and Textbooks in Print / 19 6 8 
(p. 39), however, list eight of the twel ve volume s on the introduct ory 
stage. 
A series brought out in 1963- 1964 which receives a 1- star rat ing 
from Smith, et al. , (1966, p. 9) and mention by Smith , J . , (1964 , p . 27) , 
Richardson and Shelton (1966, p . 6 1) , Ford and Nicholson (1967 , p. 19), 
and Smith, et a l., (1968, pp . 15, 23, 31) is Reader ' s Digest Readings: 
English as a Se cond Language . Hayes, et al., (1 967, p. 30) say the 
readability 11 • • • may prec lude the use of this mate rial in the 
introductory stage . " Donohue , et al. , (1966, p . 93) concur, for 
under their lis ting as a suppleme nta ry material they say , "Books 1 and 
2 are provided for the e lementary level (5-6) .• .• " The South 
Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p. II-24), however , lists books one and 
two, of six, on the introductory stage. Mack, et al., (1 967 , p . 34) 
gives l e ve ls 5-8 for the series. Textbooks in Print / 1968 (p. 45) lists 
the s e rie s as the title English as a Second Language would indicate . 
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Ford and Nicholson (196 7, p . 17) list as a suppl ementary material 
11 a moderately difficult autobiography (2, 000 words) . • . " by Helen 
Keller, The Story of My Life . Such a number of words probably places 
the work far above the introductory level. The volume is not indexed 
in Textbooks in Print/1968 , but 1s listed in Books in Print for 1968 
·(p. 1152). 
We Honor Them, Volumes I and II, is a collection of II stories of 
20 American Negroes who have contributed to the history of the last 
100 years" say s the South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p . II-21) . 
The volumes are listed as supplementary materials by Smith, J., 
(1964, p. 36) and Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 13) . Mack , et al., 
(19 67 , p . 78) gives levels 4-6 for the volumes. The series is not 
indexed in Textbooks in Print/19 68, but is to be found in Books in Print 
for 19 6 8 (p . 12 9 1) • 
The World of Adventure Series consists of six tY,oks, four on th e 
introductory level, reports Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (pp. 124-125). 
Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, p. 124) list three of these books designed 
for children but do not recommend the ir use. The series is not listed in 
Books in Print for 1968. 
Another 19 64 publication wa s You and Your World, listed in the South 
Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p . II-7). Smith, et al. , (1966, p. 13) and 
Smith, et a 1. , (19 68, p. 12) say "some selections are a little juvenile- -
but .. . the book has some worthwhile units." Mack , et al., (1967, 
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pp. 67, 97) lists the volume both as a social stud ies mat e ria l a nd as 
intended for "individual and family development. 11 Textbooks in 
Print/ 1968 (p. 260) lists the volume a s one of a serie s of specia l 
education books, this one in the area of s oc ia l studies. 
In 1965, the Accent Education series was begun. It was expa nded 
in 1967 to include the series: Accent/Social Contract (e ight t itle s ) , 
Accent/Jobs and Job Models (two titles), Accent/Family Finances 
(four titles), and Accent/Consumer Education (four titles) . "The 
books nre rles•gnE j to develop thinking skills thruugh discussion , 11 
say Smith, et al. (1966 , p . 12; 1968 , pp . 12, 20) . Under a listing 
as supplementary material, Otto and Ford (1966, p . 36) say the 
questions asked by the material 11 • •• a re aimed at personal guida nce 
rather than at testing comprehension. 11 Ford and Nichols:m (1967 , 
p. 11) in a badly misprinted listing , report the material as supple-
mentary . Both Mack, et al. , (1967, pp. 91, 98) a rid Mack (1967 , 
pp . 22, 75) list the series . Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p . 256) lists 
each sub-series as intended for adult bas ic education in various 
genera l knowledge areas . 
The year 1965 saw the publication of The American Incentive to 
Read: Learning to Read and Spe ll. Otto and Ford (1966, pp . 9- 10) 
report that the program has been field tested but that the results have 
not been reported. However , Greenleigh As sociates used the program 
in their extensive field testing . They report (1966, pp, 106- 107) 
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Tht 1-uR system is basically a controlled phonic s course 
whicl t eaches the fundamentals of reading sounds .... 
It was not exclusivel y developed for adults . . . [ in fact, 
the] art work consists of line drawings which are simple 
a nd rather childish in quality . They are typical of drawing s 
found in children's books of poor qua lity . . . [ the 
program's] style is unimaginative, unmotivated, without 
adult interest . Its format ••. could not be mis taken for 
an adult book, and it has very little reading materia l of 
a comprehensive nature . . • . [Further ,J No provis ion 
is made for individual differences in rate of learning. 
All students move through the texts at the same time , 
making entry level inflexible . 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p . 4) say of the teacher ' s manua l o f such 
a lock··step program, " . . • [iD includes an outline of good pra c -
tices for the untrained teacher . " Mack, eta l , , (1967 , p . I O) also 
point out that the material was " . . . obviously designed for 
children. 11 The program is not indexed in Textbooks in Pr int/19 68 , nor 
rn Books in Print for 1968 . 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p . 18) list 11 a short pamph let on 
baby care . "e-ntitled appropriately, Baby Care. They a ls o list 
(1967, p. 8) as supplementary the 1965 publication Basic Read ing 
Skills, a 11 • •• paperback workbook . .. appropriate for u s e in 
adult literacy programs." Neither a r--: i ndexed in Textboo ks in 
Print/I 968 nor in Books in Print for 1968. 
Mack, et al., (1967, p. J4) and Textbooks in Print/1968 
(p. 45) report Beginning American English , a 1965 publication , as 
intended for those learning English as a second language . 
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Buildjng Your Language Power is a series of " ..• six workbooks 
using the Laubach literacy approach" inform Ford a nd Nicholson 
(1967 , p. 4). Summers (1967, p . 5) and Mack, et a l., (1967 , pp. 7, 
38) call the series programmed, while Smith, et al. , (1966, p. l; 
1968, pp. 5, 10, 16) reveal that "the format [only] resembles that 
of programmed instruction . " It might be more accurately described, 
as in the South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-26), as " ... 
self-directed. . . . " Otto and Ford (1 9 6 6, p . 2 9) report that the 
material has not been field tested. Barnes and Hendrickson (1965, 
p. 117) , and Richardson and Shelton (1966, p. 58) list it as a 
supplementary material. Donohue , e t al. , (1966 , p. 86) sa y , 
" adopted [sic] from the Laubach Streamlined English series." 
Bordman (1968, p. 6) lists the material, but it is not indexed in 
Textbooks in Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
Communications is a set of "materials consisti'1g of three work-
books," comment Ford and Nicholson (1967, p . 4) , published in 
1965. The series is listed by Reding, et al., (1967 , p. 130), 
Bordman (1968, p. 6) , and Smith, e t ul. (1968, pp . 8 , 13 , 20) . 
It is listed without comment by Donohue , et a 1. , (19 66 , p. 8 6) under 
"Basic Reading Texts" but is separated from materials developed 
for adults in Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p. 125). The material is 
described as using a " .•. linguistic approach" (Smith , et a l., 
1966, p. 6; 1968, pp. 3, 8) and as " ... us ing applied 
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linguistics to teach reading . . II in t he South Carolina Bibliography 
(1967, p . II-7). Otto and Ford (1966 , p . 15) report t hat t he s e rie s 
has not been fie ld test ed. Mack, et a l. , (1967 , p. 20) p lace bo ok 
one at levels 0 - 2 and book two at level s 3- 4 . 
Mack, et al. , (1967, pp. 4, 18-1 9 , 27) list English 900 a s 
"designed for Englis h as a second language , the six textbooks pre -
sent 900 base sentences • ... " It i s also li sted by Books in Print 
for 1968 (p. 393) and Textbooks in Print/1968 (p. 44) , which con-
curs wit h the English as a second language listing. 
The Geography Series is a series of workbooks on geography a nd 
the specialized skills of map reading and extend s from level 3 t hrough 
level 6, report Sm ith , e t al. (1966 , p . 13) . Text books in Pr int/1968 
(p. 269) lists the four workbooks s e parate ly from th e adu lt materia ls, 
showing only one appropriate for the introductory stage . The materia l 
is not listed in Books in Print for 1968 . 
The Holt Adult Education Program was compiled from the fo llowing 
titles in 1965: 
1. Learning to Read and Write 
2 . Life with the Lucketts 
3. The Thomases Live Here 
4. Measure , Cut and Sew 
5. Get Your Money's Worth 
6. Learning to Write 
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Smith , et al., (1966, p. 1) list the first five titles , saying they 
are " . poorly written in terms of their basic objective ( to teach 
readinq]. The texts generally are written at a higher reada -
bllity level than that suggested b y the authors." Mack, et al., 
(1967, pp. 25 , 99) list the second and fifth of the above on the 
elementary and intermediate stages, respectively. Smith , et al. , 
(19 68, pp. 3, 9, 13, 22) mention titles one through five, while Ott o 
and Ford (1966, pp . 20-21) add the sixth title when they report the 
la ck of c, e ld tc.:sting and a content in which " .. . authors stress 
proper eye movements and 'inner speech . "' Ha yes , et al., 
, p. 18) mention having seen an advanced copy of the first 
title, and the South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-15) lists only 
the first three titles . Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 3) list the 
program as a comprehensive reading series sa ying it " uses 
linguist ic and phonic methods . " Hov.ever, Donohue , et al. , 
(1966, pp. 91-93) list the second through fourth titles above as 
supplementary reading materials, and Summers (1967, pp. 4, 3 7) 
lists the first five titles, the second through fifth listed as supple-
menta ry. Ma ck (19 6 7, pp. 4 6 , 63, 6 7) also lists the second 
through the fifth titles. Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (pp. 35 , 39,256) 
lists the titles as developed for adult basic education. Books in 
Printforl968liststhetitles individually (pp. 292,695,710,768 , 
121 7) . 
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The Mott Basic Language Skills Program ls a 1965 publication 
listed in the South Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-20), by Mack, 
et al. , (1967, pp. 1, 9), and by Bordman (1968, p. 7). Donohue , 
et al., (1966 , p. 87) list the series as a basic program, and Ford 
and Nicholson (1967, p. 5) give the similar listing of compre-
hensive , a lthough they note the program as 11 • • • a tutorial, 
phonics-linguistic approach. 11 The program extends through level 
12 according to Smith, et al. , (1968, pp. 1-2, 7) a nd Smith , 
et a l., (1966, pp. 4-5) who rate it 2--sta r . Otto and Ford 
(1966, p. 9) report that field testing has been carried out but that 
results have not been made public. However, Greenleigh Asso-
ciates have done a comparative field test. In the Greenleigh 
Associates report (1966, pp. 113-114) the materials are described 
as containing 
• . . word study exercises . . . done completely . . . 
by rote. The s election of words in terms of their use-
fulness to adult students appears to be quite arbitrary . 
The overall selection of reading material ... 
[is to appeai] mainly to male students. A number of 
stories ... students have found objectionable, in 
some cases refusing to go over them in class . . 
Teacher training of an intensive nature is highly 
recommended lf the materials are to be used .... 
The program is not indexed in Textbooks in Print/19 68, nor in 
Books in Print for 1968. A second material by the same publisher, 
Occupational Series, was also brought out in 1965 and is suggested 
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as supplementa ry material by Donohue, et al. (1966 , pp . 92- 93) . This 
series is not indexed in Textbooks in Print/ 1968 nor i n Books in Print for 
1968 . 
Reading for a Purpose is 11 a sight-word approach ... [oQ t he style 
of the elementary basal series . 11 say Smith, et a l. (1966 , p . 5; 
1968, pp. 2, 8, 12 , 20, 29, 38). The South Carolina Bibliography 
(1967, p. II-8) concurs, saying the material is an "approach for 
teaching basal reading to adults. 11 Ford and Nicholson (1967 , p . 6) 
call the book 11 a one-volume language arts program . . .. 11 
Donohue, et al., (1966, p. 86) point out that the volume is composed 
of II fifty loose- leaf lessons . [tor levelaj 0- 6 . 11 However, Text-
books in Print/19 68 (p. 3 9) lists only lessons 1-2 6. Reding , et a 1. , 
(1967, p. 130) found an average readability level of 2 . 8 with good 
incremental control. Otto and Ford (1966, p . 16) report that the 
material has not been field tested, and they further report that II the 
rapid introduction of words and skills and the paucity of practice 
materials make the use of correlated materials from other sources 
mandatory. 11 Mack, et al., (1967, p. 20) and Proehl, et al., 
(1968, p. 118) also list the materia l , but it is not listed in Books in 
Print for 19 68. 
Richardson and Shelton (1966, p. 64) erroneously report 1964 
instead of 19 65 as the publication dat e of Reading in High Gear , 
11
• • • a highly structured, semi-programmed, phonic reading 
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system II (Greenleigh Associates 19 66, p. 109); Smith , 
et al. , (1966, p. 2), Mack, et a l., (1967, pp . 6- 7, 38), and 
Smith, et al., (1968, p . 5) say the program s uffers 11 •• • from an 
overemphasis on phonemics [ sic] . . " The materia l is listed 
without comment by Donohue, et a l., (1966, p. 88) and in the South 
Carolina Bibliography (1967, p. II-25); however , it is not indexed 
in Textbooks in Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 19 68 . Ford and 
Nicholson (1967 , p . 6) comment that it 11 •• • requires a tutor . . 
Altho· " : .t -.de-'l ~..., 1y for very bas ic instruction, the material ha s 
an average readability level of 3 . 9, according to Heding, et al. 
(1967, p . 130) . Stevenson (1968, pp . 42 1-422) reports 
11 
• •• materials in the form of linear programs were inappropriate 
in format and interest. 11 Otto and Ford (1 966 , p . 27) report that the 
material has not been field tested. Evidently , they overlooked seven 
reports of studies of the material/method . Woolman and Care y 




Tr.c South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , p. II - 27) and Smith, et ai., 
(19 Gt> , pp. 6 , 16 , 26) list Steps t o Learning , Books land 2 as 1965 pub-
lications. Smith , et al . , (19 66 , p . 5) rates these "oral language, readin~ , 
writing , and number skills . . . " ma terial s 1- star, as do Barnes and 
Hendrickson (1965, p. 115). Summers (196 7 , p. 3) gives the Editorial 
Staff of the Steck Company as the a uthors, while Otto and ford (1966 p . 
31) add B. J. Kreitlow as a consultan t. Otto and Ford (i966, p. 31) a;so 
report that the material has not u:1dergone field hJsti.19. Hcdrng, et al . , 
(1967, p. 129) examlned the readability of 'm' cw,, books and found Book 1 
to average 2 . 5 rn difficulty, while Book L. averaged only !. • 4 . Ford and 
Nicholson (196 7 , p. 7) call the materials workbooks , a nd Donohue, et al. , 
(1966, p. 88) report a "content centered a round development of cursive 
writing, visual d i scrimination of words, auditory dis c rimination of co, -
sona nts and blends. " The materia l is lis ted as "s u(lqes ted" by Proehl , 
et al., (1968, p . 118). Textbooks in Print/ I:)[ •~(~' · l'J8) lists the two 
workbooks as professional books for teach..:rs. They a re not listed in 
Books in Print for 1968. 
Much unnecessary confusion s eems to sun ou:id Henney' s family 
Phonics System, later published as ~stem for Succl'SS , Book 1. Smith, 
ct al., (1966, p . 3) inccirn:r·tly g ive Lhc tit!<' Sys tc n:_lQ_Success, while 
Smith, c t al . , (Jl)(,ll, p. J) q1vl' :)y~;L<'1ns to Suc-c0ss, ll xtlH1oks in Print/ 
1968 (p. 128) qivcs ~ysloms for Success , and the author (Henney, 19 68) 
agrees. Some confusion also Sl't'ms to oxisl concerning the date of 
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pub l . cauon . Smith, etal. , (196 6 , p . 3) andSummers (1967, p. 4)both 
give: 1964, while Otto and Ford (1966 , p . 17), Richard and Shelt on (19 66 , 
p. 44), Ford and Nichol son (1967 , p . 7) , and Textbooks in Print/1968 
(p. 128) all give 1965 . The author (personal letter) clears up the matter 
by informing that Family Phonics System, a 19 b4 publication, was re -
placed by Sys.tern for Success , Book 1 in 1965 . The iield testing of t he 
material (under one or the o t her of its titles) has been misreported a ~so, 
ca using confus ion. Otto and Ford (196 6 , p . 17) report that field tests 
wc:1e ca1ried out b ut no t made p t..b ll ,; . To the comrary , Reading Instruc-
tion by a Phonic Method for Functionally Illitera te Adu lts at the Indiana 
Reformatory (Henney , 19 64a ) is " •.. on file a t the University of 
Indiana Library or .. . rmay be obtained from) University Microfilm·• 
says the a uthor (Henney, 1968). A second study was also carried o u t 
by Henney (1964b) , and a thi rd was done by Greenle;gn Associate s ai:d 
is reported under the title Fie Id Test and Eva l~}c tJ.tH1 of Selected Adult 
Basic Education Systems . Copies a re available trorn ERIC (4fED 01109 0) . 
Further disagreement ari ses when the material is eva luated . Donohue, 
et al., (1966, p . 86) list the book as a basic text. However , Heding,etal., 
(1967 , pp . 129, 235) found an ave rage readabiiity o! 3. 8 with a range 
from 2 . 4 t o 5 . 2. Both Barne::. a nd Hendrickson {1965, p. lll) and Smith, 
et al., (19 66 , p . 3) rate the materi,11 l ·star. Grecn leiql. \ s~11dates 
(1966 , p . 115) say "the material is i, implc prose and male-oriented . There 
is li ttl e here for the female student rand] ... The phonic patterns are 
introduced too quickly . . " The content is descr ibed in the South Carolina 
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Bibliog1aphy (196 7 , p . II - 7) as U5iny . a multi ple a pproa ch employi nq 
phvnetics fsi c] t o build skill .. . " while Ford and Nicholson (1967 , p . 7 ·, 
report t hat "this o ne volume covers the a reas of rea ding , writing, spellir.g , 
arithme t ic , a nd En glish usage . " Ma ck , et a l. , (1967, p. 56) even list 
t he material as meant to teach computationa l skills, 
By the end of t he year 1965, publishers were s purred to bring out 
mate rials of various sorts. That these crash programs were less tha n 
comple te ly successful in supplying the adult bas ic 8ducator with appropriate 
materials i s reflected in Burnett's summer/ sta t<' 1:1ent that "as of the fall 
of 1965 , there is not one set or materials, regardless o r publishers' c laims 
to the contrary, which provides a sound basis for an adult program . • . 
(1966 I pp, 241 - 242), 11 
Among the first of the crash programs to hrir~g cut ma teria ls was :1e 
19 66 in t roduction of the Adult Basic Education Series. The new editions 
o f the publications From Words to Stories (l94J, 1:iS l) , How We Live (1948) 
and Your Family and Your Job (1948) were c,m,r:nned with the 1962 edition 
of Live and Lea rn to form the se1 ic:; . Otto a nd Ft)rd (1966 , pp . 26 - 27) 
re port tha t this edition has been field tested but tha t no report has been 
ma de public. Thi s revi sed editio n of the series is listed by Ford and 
Nicholson (1967, p . 3) wh o <.c.: mment that the " ... set of paperbacks by 
various a uthors in riot inle rdept'ndvnl." Mack, et c!I ., l ist this edition 
of From Words to Stories (1967 , pp . 32-33) How We Live (1967 , pp . 32 - 33, 
79 , 102) , a nd Your Fami.ly and Your fob (1967 , pp . 32-33, 102). Ma ck lis ts 
the second (1967 , pp . 22, 47 , 92), and third (1967 , pp . 4 7 , 92 ,103) of 
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these, add ing Live and Lea rn (1967 , p . 47) but designa ting it as for the 
elc .- .entary s tage . Bordman also lists the second (1 9 68 , p . 6) and third 
(1968 , p . 8) member s of the conglomerate series . Tex tbooks in Print/ 1968 
(p . 4 4) lists t h e 1966 editions of the first three ma terials as intended for 
teach ing English as a second language, while Book s i n Print for 19 68 
(p . 720) lis ts t he 1962 edition of Live and Learn_. 
In 1966 , report the South Carolina Bibliogra phy (196 7 , p . H -13 ) a nd 
Ma ck , et al. , (1967, p. 23), Eng lish Lessons for Adul t ~ was published . 
This material is "a traditi.ona l a pproach to lanqu,'.;; e study," accord ing 
to Smith , ~ - , (1968, pp. 3 , 8 , 13, 21, 30 , 39) . Otto and Ford (1966, 
p . 19) report a lack of field testing of this materia l which is described by 
Ford and Ni chols on (1967 , p . 4) as "a t hree workbook serie s containi:1g 
brief teacher aids for lessons .... " Tex tbooks in Print/1968 (p . 39) 
shows Book land 2 as published in 1967-1968 and Book 3 in preparation. 
However , Books in Print for 19 68 report s Book l and 2 as published in 
1966 , a nd Book 3 was published in 1967 (p . 391). 
Anot her 19 66 publication , How to Get Along on t he Tob , i s !is ted by 
Ford a nd Nicho ls on (19 6 7 , p . 11), without comment ; no c lue is g iven as to 
the diffi culty of t hi s materia l. lt is a l so listed by Mack, et a l. , (1967, 
pp . 25 , 92) . It is not indexed iri Textbooks in Print /1968 , but is tc be 
found in Books in Print for 19 68 (p . 580) . 
Textbooks in Print/1968 (pp . 44 - 45) lis t s Introducing English: An 
Ora l Prc--reading Program for Spanish-s peaking Primary Pupils and Let' s 
Learn English as 1966 publications . 
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Lt::c· :·!~ : ::l 100, Look and Write was " ... designed to develop the visual 
perc,_, pt uu 1 skills of the totally illiterate adult," according to Smith, et al ., 
(19 68 , pp . 2 , 7, 11, 19, 28, 37), and it requires" .. • several different 
pieces of audiovisual equipme nt and extensive space ," according to Ford 
and Nicholson (1967, p. 7). Textbooks in Print/ 1968 (p. 39) lists the 
program as a programmed mate rial for tea c hing "manuscript writing for 
a du lts ." 
£'£Ogram med Re a d i.ag for -~dults is a 19 66 pub lic a t ion listed in the South 
Carolina Bibliogra ph y (1967, p . II-8) a nd l,· Macie: , et al., (1967, pp . 6, 
30) . Accorai ng 1 0 Otto and Fora (19 66 , p. 23), the material has no t been 
field tested . Smith , ct al., (1968, pp. 4, 9 , 14) say" •.. muc h sup-
ple mer1tary reading should acc ompany the program . . .. " Ford and 
N:i.cholson (1967, p. 6) say, "Although the materials are programme d , a 
teacher is req uired , " Proehl, et al., (1968, p. ll8) l ist the material as 
"suggested . " The ma teria 1 is not indexed i n Tcx:b0,~}i_~ in Print/ 19 68, 
but is listed in Books in Print for 1968 (p. 982). 
Reading for a Viewpoint is a 19 66 materia l listed by Textbooks in 
Print/1~.§~ (p . 39) . 
A sec ond prog.-.:.:.,mmed material of 19 66 was written by the Sulliva n 
Associates. Rea d i ng ScfiQ~ ~ i s mentioned by Ford and Nichols on (19 67, 
p . 6( and is reportt!u lJy S111 ith, fil..l!J ., (1968 , pp. 2 , 7) as l> E'i ng on an 
adult level and a s being of high interest. Otto and Ford (1966, pp . 11-12) 
report tr1,H it has not been field tested. Smit h , et al., (1968, pp. 11, 18) 
a l sn 1,·pc rt a ,c,n1pct niori series, Read ing Se ries II , saying "much 
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s 1 •• : p~emc nta ry reading should a ccompany the program." Neither of the 
abo-.0 is indexed in Textbooks in Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
Smith, etal., (1968, pp. 14, 23 , 31, 40) mention one 40-selection 
unit of a vast array of " .. . excEillent supplementary and motivational 
material" available in the Springboards series. Ten boxed kits of "4-page 
pamphlets, high - ir.terest, low-vocabulary for slow readers" of high school 
age are available, according to Textbooks in Print/1968 (pp. 130-131, 247. 
304). The series was begun in 1966 with one kit, followed in 1967 by the 
nine others ii, t he series . As many as 20 copies of each pamphlet are 
included in each kit (Textbooks in Print/1968, pp. 130-131, 247, 304). 
Mack, e~ al., (19€7, pp. 79-80) pla ce the material on levels 4-6. 
Mack, ..fil..fil.,_, (1967, pp. 19-20) list the 1968 publication, Talking 
11. Over, as "a reading readiness program •.. es_pecially good for thos e 
learning English as a second language ." It is not listed in Textbooks tn 
Print/19 6 8 nor in Books in Print for 19 6 8. 
Ford a nd Nicholson (1967 , p. 17) report as supplementary a book le t 
of "cartoons and simple sentences for group d iscus sion." Unemployed 
Uglies, is then, considered by some as a materia l for teaching reading . 
It is also listed as such by Mack, et al., (19 67, p. 94). It is no t in-
dexed in Textbooks in Pr:l nt/19 68 nor in Books in Print for 1968. 
Textbooks in Pript /19 68 a dds the We Learn Englis h s eries as a 1966 
publication intended for teaching English as a second language. 
Why Work? i s a kit containing "twenty-one reading selections. . • 
good for supplementary reading practice" according to Smith, et al., 
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(b oti , p p . 7 , 11, 19, 27, 36), who incorrectly give 1967 as the date of 
puo11cation for this 1966 material. The kit is not listed in Textbooks in 
Print / 19 6 8 nor in Books in Print for 19 6 8 . 
A material requiring extensive use of machines is You Can Read 
Bette r: Adult Approach t o Be tter Reading, "a linear programmed series of 
14 less ions ••. " report Ford a nd Nicholson (19 67, p. 7). It is listed by 
Mack, et al., (19 67, pp . 3 , 13), but is not indexed in Textbooks in 
Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968. 
Textbooks in Print/1968 (p. 39) adds the publication Basic Education 
for Adults series (begun in 19 67) and I Always Wanted to be a Somebody 
(published in 1967). Bordman (1968, p. 7) mentions having seen a pre-
publication of I Can Do It , due off the press in 1967. It is not listed in 
Textbooks in Print/ 1968 nor in Books in Print for 1968. 
Mack , e t al., (19 67 , pp. 7-8, 45) list the Reading Attainment System 
as a ·.multi-leve l material for levels 3 and 4 published in 1967. Textbooks 
in Print/1968 (p. 126) lists t he material a s de signe d for children. 
A series of six titles, What Tob For Me? serie s, is mentioned by 
the South Carolina Bibliography (1967 , pp. 29, 92) give 1966 as the date 
of publication, but place t he 11 short (48 pp.) books on level 4. The 
series is not inde xe d ir~ Textbooks in Print/1968 nor in Books in Print for 
19 68. 
Smith, et al., (196 8 , p. 17) say Working With Word Patterns, a 1967 
publication, is "an excellent supplementary workbook •••• " Mack, 
et al., (1967, p. 39) report 1966 as the date of publication and give the 
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titl _:':,..,-t,rng With Words . 11oehl, e;t al. , (1968, p. 118) list is as a 
" s t.iygested material." Textbooks in Print/ 19 68 (p , 53) lists the workbook 
separate ly from adult materials and label it g rade 2 .-
Textbooks in Pri nt / 1968 1 i:, . 39) adds Write It Down as a 1967 pub-
licatio n in tended to teach 1 nglish as a second langua ge . 
Biog ra phies of Twenty-Three Prominent Negro Americans is listed 
without comment by Ford and Nicho lso n (1967, p. 17) as a supplementary 
ma terial in press, but Textbooks rn Pnnt/1968 d-ies not index the work , 
nor does Books in Print for 19 68 . 
There are SLveral reterences mode to mate.,als by author~; who do not 
re port dates of publication . They are listed here according to the dates 
of t he re fe rencing work , alphabetized if those date s are the sa me for 
more than one work. 
Smith, J., (1964, p. 51) lists 12 of a series of 32 0ooks making up the 
Litt le Wonder Books series for s upplemen nry d! IL•vels 2- 4. Sh e 
g ives no dates of publication, and the sene:-, • ..; ,;,t indexed in Textbooks 
in Pri nt/ 1968 nor in Books in Print for 19t,8. 
Barnes and Hendrickson (IC,r,c;, p . n r,) ll'~xnt the Building Reading 
Skill s Senes . Originally intt!nded Lor children, this Sl'rit's is the only 
one o f the first 17 r0vi,',.'c•c1 l y tnes<> authors that was :1ot rated 1-sta r . 
The series is not 11.,t\'d 1t1 'l\.'XtlH,(>k~ in Print/i~lll' , .. · rn 1i00ks rn Prin t 
for 1968 , and no au thor ' s nawes nor elates of ~,ublication have been found. 
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The Unifon Syst em is referenced by Malone (1965 , pp . 63-65) and 
Neff (June, 1965 , p. 885). No date of publication is given , and Textbooks 
in Print/1968 and Books in Print for 1968 make no mention o f the material. 
Under the listing of supplementary materia l s , Ford and Nicholson 
(19 6 7 , p. 8) place Charts from which " • • . the student l earns some tips 
in the areas of health , manners , and safety. 11 No publication date is 
given , and neither Textbooks in Print/1968 nor Books in Pri nt for 1968 
index the material . 
Ford and Nicholson (1967, p. 8) say of the Detroit Public Schools 
Mimeoc:r .. ~phe d Programs that they 11 • • • could be used anywhere as 
supplementary exercises or as guidelines for making up material. . • 
No dates of publication are given . Neither Textbooks in Print/1968 nor 
Books in Print for 1968 indec the program. 
II 
Mack, et al. , (1967, p . 36) list English in Action as "beginning 
English with emphasis on the oral." Books in Print for 1968 (p. 390) gives 
no publicatio n date , and th e volume is not indexed in Textbooks in Print/1968. 
Smith, et al. , (1968 , pp. 2 , 7 , 11 , 18 , 27, 36) list the Michigan 
Language Program as originally developed for children . No date of publi-
cation is given , and the program is not indexed in Textbooks in Print/1968 
nor in Books in Print for 1968 . 
Of various dates of publication and of great variety of readability 
levels are materials which many teachers use from necessity . Ford and 
Nicholson (1967, p . 15) report ,' "There are approximat e ly 25 , 000 different 
factual publications currently for sale from the Government Printing Office." 
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Mack , et al., (1 967 , pp . 10 4- 105 , 107-111) and Mack (1967 , pp. 23- 26 , 
57-58, 64, 68-69 , 76- 80 , 93-94 , 104- 105) list hundreds of the pamphlets 
on all reading le~ls. 
Evidence that these materia l s are not adequate was g i ven in 1967 by 
Sheldon (1968 , p . 411) , who spoke before the International Reading Asso-
ciation on the topic "Criter ia for a Sound Literacy Program . " At that time , 
he said , 
From 1952 to the present the movement to bring full literacy to 
adolescents and adults in the United States has been erratic 
and ineffective ... . We find , in th e main . . . a program 
without t he structure of a sound program , te sted methods , or 
relevant materials . . . the methods and materials of literacy 
insLruction ha ve been untested , poorly designed , and often 
unsound . The most popular available materials were orig inally 
created for use with slow learning children , remedial elementary 
or junior high school pupils , or to supply an a l phabet and basic 
vocabulary for peoples who did not have a written language . 
As late as 1967, 
the reports availabl e to date on methods and material s and tre 
research base of both suggest that adequate r e search and a 
sound rationale for methods and materia l s are virtually non-
existent. Few , if any , of the currently used materials or 
methods have been field tested and then revised in accordance 
with a need to adjust materials for practical usage . The step 
of making comparative , well-designed studies . .. has not 
been taken on a significant enough scale to give us a method-
ology o r material s supported by research (Sheldon , 1968 , 
p. 413) . 
A continuing periodical published before the above comments is the 
Weekly Reader intended for use with children but listed by Smith , J ., 
(1964, p. 15) and Bordman (1968 , p. 20) . 
The year 1968 saw th e publ ication of the New Reader ' s Digest Skill 
Builders, an extensive set of material of the same format and usefulness 
as the original series (Textbooks in Print/1968, p. 131) . 
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One innovative set of materials, revised according to fi e l d test 
results, ,.,,,s the Reading Deve lopment Kit A published late in 1968. 
Of the materials intended to teach reading, and listed in this paper, 
four are reported as designed (1) for native born adult audiences , and 
(2) to account for individual differe nces in both l earning rate and prior 
reading ability . Only one of the three programs was designed to teach 
the content of the general knowledge area of adult basic education. 
Also , it was designed as a full program requiring minimum supplementa-
tion in order to contain the breadth of material necessary for practice 
before the student meets more difficult material, and it was adequately 
field tested. 
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